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This issue begins with a curious
ducted in a planetarium. Wayne
learn whether bats use celestial navlS2:atJ.on to follow
their migration routes. Similar investigations have been
made with birds and bees, but neither Wayne nor I are
aware of other studies with bats. Wayne would appreciatehearing from you if you know of other such studies that precede his.
Next, we have a provocative comment on our planetarium shows by Richard McColman, Director of the
Gibbes Planetarium in Columbia, South Carolina. Probably few people will
with an of his complaints,
but I hope all will agree with at last a few. His article
ties in nicely with this issue's (and last's) Forum topic.
That is followed by what I think is a unique occurrence-an unsolicited article by a non-planetarian! Dr.
David MacDonald offers his views on the Star of Bethlearticle well worth reading. I'd like
hem in an
to make two observations. First, Dr. MacDonald seems
to be unaware of work done on this subject in the last 20
He dismisses out of hand the uold theory that
did not die until 1
yet cites references
from 1966, 1968, and 1972, with nothing more recent. In
the date of Herod's death has been a problem
for
years, and not all authorities are so certain of
the answer. Second, as Editor of a fairly esoteric society
journal that does not have a surplus of readers or contributors, I cannot help but wonder why we received an
unsolicited article from a non-member-an extraordievent. The
hint I have is that Dr. MacDonald
from the same mid-west
as do academics
Star was a miracuwho would have us believe that
lous event created
by the Lord, and thus
the realm of scu~nce.
fourth article is a short but useful piece by Jim
who offers a hint on
Brown of Stanback
hKta£~ralDn].cs. I'd like to encourage
short articles by
others who have helpful ideas to
and wonder if
....... ",..,.,..,.£1> would like to revive the Technical Notes so that
0
more such articles can have a regular home.

lines) v ..................
ium, 1300
by March 30.
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deadline
the
of The Planetarian is April
See
page
of the
1989 issue (or
write) for authors' guidelines.

At the IPS conference in Richmond in
announced that
ads at no
rh!:II'f'o'lO
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For Sale-Laser
vriable mode, $750.

Minolta stands alone as the worlds leading producer of high-quality,
accurate and affordable planetariums for every budget and size installation.
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide unsurpassed brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed Pole-to-Pole coverage
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens • Sound systems • Control systems
• Laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

A Preliminary Stu y on
Stellar Navi ati n by
Mexie n Free-Tail
s
in a Planetarium
Wayne Wyrick
Kirkpatrick Planetarium
2100 N .E. 52nd Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111
The familiar phrase "blind as a bat" implies a situation that is not true. Bats can see quite well and may use
that ability in a rather interesting way during annual
migrations. Most people are aware that bats use echo
location, or sonar, for navigation during flights in dark
caves or foraging for insects. For long-range navigation,
such an ability is of rather limited usefulness.
The Mexican free-tail bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
annually migrates from western Oklahoma in late September and early October to central Mexico and back
each May. Tagging studies provide details of the route1,
T. brasiliensis will return to the same cave throughout its 20 year life-sRan. Several navigation mechanisms
including olefaction2 and visual cues from geographic
landforms3 have been suggested. Planetarium studies of
stellar orientation in indigo buntings" indicate that some
1'Y'Il,o-r:::l,tr","u birds utilize star patterns for navigation.
any, studies have ever tested bat response to
star patterns in a planetarium. The big brown bat
(Eptesicus fuscus) can distinguish simulated stars
equivalent to magnitude +3.2. Although no specific
studies exist indicating visual acuity of the Mexican
free-tail, dark-adapted pupil openings indicate an ability to detect stars of magnitude
Bat #
+3.

With this background, Dr. Bill Caire of
Central State University contacted the staff of
the Kirkpatrick Planetarium with a design
study to determine whether Mexican freetails use stellar navigation during migration.
Could a controlled study be done in the planetarium theater showing that these animals
migrate from western Oklahoma to central
Mexico using the stars?
The Kirkpatrick Planetarium's Minolta
series II-B projects some 4000 stars. All stars
to magnitude +4 and most stars to magnitude +6 are projected with a brightness accuracy of 0.25 magnitude. Stellar positions are
accurate to two arc minutes (approximate
human eye resolution) and cardinal point
accuracy of five arc minutes (would be more

accurate except for design of theater). Since the Mexican
free-tail has a smaller pupillary opening then the average human, its resolution is probably worse than two
arc minutes.
Central State
Dr. Caire, Ron Miller,
department, and I
a scanner box, built
Miller, to continuously monitor a bat's location in two
dimensions. The bats were not allowed to fly free as we
would never be able to retrieve them! Believe me, we've
heard all the bats in the belfries stories!
The scanner box consisted of a 2' X 2' X 2" space with
unobstructed view of the
a dear glass top to
stars. Opposite sides of the box contained
transmitters and detectors respectively,
apart providing a 16 X 16 Cartesian grid.
Hon as defined by the beams broken by the bat
tinuously
to a
on a Commodore-64
puter. The computer
a graphic
wing-flapping bat icon on a 16 X 16 grid. AunO\l2:n
display is continuous, to
data ffi,magel3JJlie,
computer stores the bat's
in five second intervals.
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1080.0
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455,0
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1080.0
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TNS =: true north-south
SP =: south pole

599.7

417.9
9.8

INS =: inverted
BF ==
field

Table 1. Chi-square values for individual bats
when
to various star MI1ff~n"'C!

369.0

Each bat is presented with four star fields: true
north-south (1NS), what the sky actually looks at the
time of the test; inverted north-south (INS) with the
field rotated 180 from the actual sky; south pole (SP),
stars supposedly never seen by these animals and therefore essentially random; and a black sky (BS) simulating
a cloudy night.
The bats were collected at sunset as they exited the
cave during the start of the migration period in late September. They were kept in darkened, refrigerated conditions, simulating those in the home cave, until the next
evening's sunset, when the trials in the planetarium
took place.
The migration route from the Vickery caves is southsouthwest. The study hypothesis was that the bats in
the planetarium would preferentially move toward the
south-southwest as indicated by the stars. For preliminary analysis, the grid was divided into four quadrants,
representing the four cardinal points. Table 2 shows
ratios of north/south and east/west movement of the
bat under the various star fields.
The data indicate that during 1NS, INS and combined 1NS-INS runs, the bat preferentially moved to the
south and west quadrants as indicated by the stars.
During SP runs, the bat preferred the southeast area.
With the specific south pole setting used, central Mexico
would be in a northwest direction, or southeast if the
bat flew three-quarters of the way around the globe.
During BS runs, the southwest direction was slightly
preferred. Some process other than stellar navigation,
perhaps magnetic orientation, may be utilized by the
bats, but the data is inconclusive.
The study is constrained by the narrow window of
migration (two weeks) and the logistics of using the
planetarium theater. Because of these constraints the
total number of bats and subsequent data points is limited. Preliminary analysis of this limited study indicated
that stellar navigation is at least a strong possibility.

NOTES
1. Glass, Bryan. 1982. Seasonal movements of M~~Xl(~an
freetail bats, Tadarida brasilensis, banded in the
27
Great Plains. Southwestern
2. Ibid
3. Griffin, D. R. 1970. Migration and
Biology of Bats, Voll (Ed. by W. A.
New
York, Academic Press, pp 233-263.
4. Emlen, S. 1975. The stellar orientation
migratory bird. Scientific
JLlVJl.HU'lJ<'.

Editors Note: Here are additional''''t>f-£'1I'0IMIrOC
ant migration.

All the data reduction and the tables were done by
Kevin Fleming, a graduate student of Dr. Caire.

Data run type
true north -sou th
in verted north-south
south pole
black field
combined true and
inverted north-south

north/ sou th

1865/2095 (1
1023/1497 (88.8)
494/946 (141.3)
505/935 (127.8)
2888/3592 (70.3)

Table 2. Sum total of occurrences recorded for each subdivision of
bat scanner box for data collection runs in which data were recorded
in more than one quadrant and related chi-square values in ( ).
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Richard McColman
Gibbes Planetarium
1112 Bull Sl
Col um bia, South Carolina 29201
No matter how proud many of us are of the recent
advances in the planetarium field, a rather bothersome
problem continues to persist-namely that some distributed planetarium show productions are pretty slim on
aesthetic appeal. Having uttered these rather critical
words, let me further inflame the issue by expressing
the opinion that, despite many notable exceptions, a
number of star shows presented to the public these days
continue to exhibit mediocre production values and an
overall lackluster appearance.

. ". some aistributea pfanetanum
show proauctions are pretty s{im
on aesthetic appeaL
Oh yes, we as planetarians do have our moments of
shining creativity, but too often, when it comes to show
production, it seems that these "creative juices" are limited to the purely technical.
Oddly though, this state of affairs isn't due to a
wholesale lack of artistic talent in the planetarium field.
(We certainly have our share of notable writers, airbrush artists, and musicians.) Instead, there seems, to
me at least, to exist a shortage of "visionary drive" capable of creating a whole greater than the sum of its technical parts. Granted, in the case of canned programs, the
final product is greatly influenced by what the presenting facility does with the show package. But, on the
other hand, these planetariums must also have a highquality package up front before they can show their
audiences a decent final product.
Ah, but you'll find no "holier than thou" attitude
taken here. Quite frankly, I'm often disturbed by the
tedium to which, on occasion, we at Gibbes have subjected our audiences in our own productions.

".. star shows shou{a be grantea
"hanaicap status" because of
!iefty eaucationa{ mission.
Much
been said and written about this subject,
and many opinions have been expressed to the effect
that planetariums are special cases, and that in the
realm of our modem media explosion, star shows
should be granted "handicap status" because of our

hefty educational mission.
I couldn't disagree more!
In fact, I submit that precisely because of the critical
nature of our mission of educating the public on astronomical matters, we must be wining to meet our audiences on their terms. If visitors find our
dry, and uninspiring, they won't realistically sit there
the
trying to convince themselves that, like Castor
stuff is good for them, so ...be patient! In the
simply get up and leave; or if polite, just
return. So much for our educational mission!
- Whether we're willing to admit it or not, or even
whether we like it or not, aesthetic comparisons of our
shows with motion pictures and television win inevitably be made. As soon as the soundtrack starts to
the audience will automatically begin to judge
show
by many of the same criteria. (Remember, if it walks
like a duck ... it must be a duck.>
Technical vs. Aesthetic Quality
Let me hasten to emphasize that the applicable
..."" . .~.........; .....,...
here is "aesthetic comparison".
star shows are much less technically SOt'hl~,nc'ate~
the average big-screen Hollywood extravaganza,
a classical guitar solo is technically less .n .. ,'nn,Cll.f"'I
quantitative sense) than a symphony
philharmonic orchestra.
it
not
that, as a result, the guitar solo is inferior from an aesdon't
thetic point of view. Musical audiences
expect the single guitar to emulate the sound
a fullblown orchestra--but they do expect the
of
each to be of high quality within its own realm.

['m constant{y amazea
apparent confusion in the
6etween
quafity and aesthetic qua{ity.
I'm constantly amazed
an apparent
in
the planetarium field between technical
and aesthetic quality. Although the two areas can
somewhat, it doesn't foHow that a presentation pa:sse'ssing a full-range, high-fidelity soundtrack
designed special effects will tum out to be a
show.

amiable and should have the
of
in addition to
'I',;JI1Mc>i1.1

most narrators
Hons.
the narrators we've
mented that she likes
voice work for us OO~atllse,
unlike other
worked
we let her
know
the voices in the
the main
kind of voices that
should be warm
even without
can draw the listener
music.
CD
The use of two narrators
.... 'I"c~~i"I·u enhance the
""n,,..lhnn- in a decrease in the
factor".
On the other
the use of more than two narrators
can often lead to confusion on the part of the audience
what is happening (although it's
ac(:et>talt:>le to use additional "character" voices
of the show in the audio is critical.
shows
This .......... . . .,. .,"' ..'"
are too
of
the
nr()aUlCe]~S
result from a desire on the
make sure that the audience absorbs
believe that this is the
ence will absorb
little if it is
I'd
the audience miss an ilJ'L\..Q.';UVAU:<U
P .. £:>t"'1C~c>

.....,.,.r............

Musical Content: The Emotional
Now we come to the music--a real sore
do so
shows have a music
be used
in the "" ... f-I",•.nr

for
cal content
Prod ucers of canned

audience is

show
are those
balance of information and enterfrom first-hand
how
the

plame'tar1Ulm
........ I .....

'Ml,L~

..

that framework.
One of the most effective
into the standard d.OCUlmentclry-st'v!e
lead-in with ~n1"''i""..,.''''1l"'

';:>UIJI<;:;'_ L

to tiresome

Even as educators and
cult to maintain a
,;1Itt,tlTn,nnlno- to

'intp1"l"\rtl,tp,'(,'.

seems,
cess of a show
that our audiences
more stock
in the entertainment value of a
than in its
tative informational content. We at Gibbes have witnessed the effects of this in son1e of our own
Producers must an,rIla,~"r~1I"
between these two
Hhnl1rrh this is
I'd like to reiterate that the
or
siems from a less than
interest
.:::>UIJI'-'.... ' matter on the
of our audiences. But, regardwhich run
40 minutes
less of the reason,
in length run a serious risk of
the attention
of most audience members.
As with the
"'f-.o.....u .... t to make the . " ...,.,. ...' .... ""0
I cn1"1t'\Onn.. ac

see How Good
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From the world's
very first planetarium projection
machine to the
most sophisticated and innovative projectors of
today, JENA has
been and IS the
Hallmark of
Quality in the
Universe!

• Projectors to fit all sizes and applications

• Complete installation

• Spare parts from Seiler Instrument
• JENA factory trained Seiler technicians at Seiler Instrument
Call Pearl Reilly at

1-800-444-7952 for additional information

-<PsEILEabRout

JENA projectors and accessory items.

JEI\JJ\

170 E. Kirkham Ave. 8t. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282

INS T RUM E N T

1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637

BIRTHPLACE OF
MODERN OPTICS

An astronomer cOlrrrnrUseraltirlg
of demands
the ancient world over the ...... "'.Ul"U
nrl"\CT\!"~'InI'''1:! and information about
Christmas star,
historians of the ancient world
in
the date of
the circumstances
"'H·a.......' ..... 4- to '"l"""'T'Y£~"

The cOflse:nstlS

Neither Mark nor
contain accounts of the birth
the earliest of the
commences
and
descent
the
Mark had no information about
k .......,,'"""" .......

14

to Roman ",.. "'.0-1',.tribute to the .n.'-',..........."',
it seems most
Romans would have conducted a census and taxation of individuals in
and there is "'D'I'·t-~11nhT
before formal annexation in 6
no mention of any such census in
accounts of the
of Herod and Arch4~laus.
.:>LUJI'-'.....

,,0...

more
second
case in ancient
history,
possibility of an earlier census cannot be
absolutely
out.
There is no extant record of who was nrn.·"....' ...... r' ...
Syria in 3-2
so it has been suggested
may have held office a first time and conducted an earlier census then. The date of 3-2 B.C., however, is also in
conflict with the other chronological indications in Matthew and Luke. Still other scholars have hypothesized
that Quirinius
have held some special, unusual
commission in
in a still earlier year,
7 or 6
There
even been various ~thPlrnnt~
duce a number of
artificial translations of
Greek text, such as 'This enrollment was before that
made when
of Syria." Such
approaches are
only by the a
that all
indications in
retJreseIlt a consistent synchronicity.6
Y'D1'"'lo.Otlli'1r1,n

'"""'" ......., .......,r.'ft

understood that aU-a census earlier
go'veI'no,rSIUp for
in 3-

lions.
In contrast to
isolated

no evidence

u

................ ..... vI

nY1DOltneUG3J earHer census.

obedience to a dream:

Then
when
mocked of the
that were in . . . . . '... U.'~A

This
du'ec1ted

and in aU the coasts
old and
he had dlHgerltiy .""",,''''''£'>.r'O

..... AA.,

been taken to mean that since
the massacre of the innocents
years
Il1Ust have been born about two
death. l\lIr~riOl"\'u&:~r

exact Ch]~Olllol()gtcal Impl1catloI1S
children two years
and less are not dear.
interval date from the aPlpealrallce
the calculated

B.C.E.

into
the criteria for
The
is
attention to matters such
16

II. Star

An historian can

the astronomer one
out of
of the overall structure and comtecnnlqt:le of Matthew's birth n'.lw.... "'.·....
valid for Matthew's entire
of the New Testament as
In order to utilize a source, one must understand both
the source's
and our own. Our
~n'::Iild'C1C

,O

.oV"t"\I~lln

2:0SP4~lS'

observations in

authors is fundamen-

to
the
and elements of
pn)pt\ec:tes. Luke and the
other New Testament authors
the

The
such as astronomers
and historians. The authors of the New Testament and
Christians
that the

:hl1lstlan:s, in coordination with the New Testament.
New Testament
The accounts of
be and were often rlo...... u>.rl
the Old Testament
at Matthew's account of the
this mental framework
account of the Christmas star context.
Matthew 1:1-17
the ';;:;1nmn'1l~"I''''
rII'I"D,CDntc

artificial: to achieve

it Matthew
his "'''"'....' ' ,,,,..
tors attested in I Chronicles
teen, and Matthew

praises of the Lord. The star itself is clearly paralleled
in Numbers
where
a seerer from the East
like the Magi, proclaims, "there shaH come a Star out of
Jacob, an.d a Scepter shan rise out of Israel." The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, a work of the second
century B.C. now placed
the
but
highly
and influential in ancient
ecies (Testament of Levi 18:3):
If

Then shall the Lord raise up a new priest,
And to him all the words of the Lord shall be
revealed;
And he shaH execute a righteous judgment
upon the earth for a multitude of days
And his star shall rise in heaven as a king.
The appearance of a new star was broadly considered
a harbinger of kingship among ancient Jews during the
last centuries SoC.E. and the first centuries C.E. Alexander Jannaeus, king of Judaea from 103 to 76 SoC.E.
issued a coin depicting on one side a diadem, the Hellenistic Greek symbol of kingship, surrounding a star.
The letters of the Hebrew inscription ''Yehonatan the
King" are arranged between the rays of the star. This
extremely abundant issue remained in circulation for
many decades. Bar Cosiba ("So n of Cosiba" or "of the
village of Cosiba"), the Jewish rebel leader against Rome
during the second century C.E., changed his name to
Bar Chochbar ("So n of the Star) to stress his messianic
role. Symbolic stars decorated ancient synagogues and
Jewish tombs. Examples from Jewish literature and
archaeology can be multiplied at great length.
Despite biblical injunctions against astrology, Jews
were also influenced by pagan astrological beliefs, and
among the Greeks and Romans the star was associated
with sovereignty and fate. Astrology, for example, is
asserted to have foretold the birth or greatness of such
pagan heroes as Alexander the Great and Augustus
Caesar. 16
In short, Matthew had before him specific scriptural
texts and a locus of concepts, Jewish and pagan, that
indicated a star was to mark the appearance of a king,
in particular the king of the Jews.
Matthew continues the narrative, 2:3-12: Herod, troubled by the report of the star inquired of priests and
scribes, who referred to Micah 5:2, indicating Bethlehem
as the birth place. Herod then inquired of the Magi
when the star appeared and asked that they inform him
of the child that he might worship too. The star the
Magi saw in the East went before them until it came to
rest over the place where the child was. The Magi worshipped the child and gave presents, an apparent reference to Isaiah 60:6. Warned by a dream not to inform
Herod, the Magi depart
another way.
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Do You Suffer From
Squeaky Ektagraphic?
Jim Brown, Director
Stanback Planetarium
P.O. Box 3036
South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, South Carolina 29115
About a year ago I began working here at the Stanback Planetarium. We have a Viewlex/Minolta Series
lIB star projector and an MPSE (Multiple Programmable
Special Effects) board. The cove wiring of the MPSE system is designed to use the Kodak Ektagraphic or its
equivalent for a projector source. And, in fact, we have
20 or more of those type of projectors in our theatre. Six
of them are utilized in a panorama system and are on
most of the time. The problem is that when a lot of
hours are put on that type of projector, they begin to
squeak! Quite annoying to ~he audience,
not to mention the show operator.
The traditional method for
curing the squeak was to
pull the projector off the
shelf (not an easy task
because of the MPSE wiring)
take it into the work room,
dismantle the projector, oil
the shaft that's causing the
squeak (there is only one
real trouble spot in an Ektagraphic) and reassemble the
projector. Then, put it back
on the shelf and realign the
projector so that the horizon
or special effect projector is
again where it's supposed to
be. To do all of that is quite
time consuming, especially if
a projector begins to squeak

~~oe:.

middle of a day of

;

you have cut through the projector case, stop! Clean
the cuttings and you should be looking down on the
of the very shaft that is making the noise. A few
of oil here will cure the squeak. The nice thing is
the
the hole will in no way impede the operation
slide tray and if the projector should start "'4~"''''''"I''o.''Allk
while in service, simply lift the tray, put a few
oil in, and replace the tray. Nothing has been
o
nothing needs realigned. Enjoy!

'~~.'

Lens

Now, to solve the prob-W'
~ ~,~
lem! Please refer to the dia~~~,. ~~
gram as I explain this. On the
"~::::.:.: _.
==
top of the Ektagraphic there
~:.:-:..-:_are lines radiating outward from
--------_.....
_.....J~::;.;;i;;:;;;l.---the center. With the projector lens
facing away from you and the back of the projector
toward you, count counterclockwise twenty five (25)
lines from the top right. Using a ruler, measure 2-1/2
Jim Brown, M.Ed., has been active in planetariums since
inches out from the center of the projector along this
1973. His hobbies include amateur radio operation and
25th line and mark the spot. Using a 1/4 inch drill bit,
equestrian sports.
drill a hole. Be careful and do not use force! As soon as

--_--===. . . .
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The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR;S> the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphaneumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
Digistar@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation
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Black holes are always a popular topic for planetarium programs and an intriguing subject for astronomy
buffs. In recent years, as the connection between the
"quasar and active
phenomenon" and supennassive black holes
dearer and
delving
into black holes can also serve as an attractive way of
approaching violence in the universe on a galactic scale.
both in the
Here are some useful nontechnical
science and the science fiction of this fascinating area.

Kaufmann, W. "Primordial Black Holes" in
Jan/Feb. 1980, 1.
loPresto, J.
den of the Unicorn"
On another black hole ,. . .............. .n
r'.L\.. "-"u •• "u'.......... J.
"Do Black Holes Exist?" in
28.
Around Black Holes" in

1. IntrO(luc:tm:y Books on Black Holes

J. Stephen Hawking's Universe.
Morrow.
Features a
of
as wen as a brief
introduction to
work.
P. The Edge of Infinity.
Simon & ~hust~er
Focuses on naked singularities.
~re'ens,teilt1, G. Frozen Star. 1984, Freundlich Books. On
the death of stars in general, and
and black
holes "".......,.,,",,f-,,,,.,,,,,

AJ"''''~ ........·hA.f

3. Somewhat More Advanced

I

2. Intro(luc:tm:y Articles on Black Holes

D. "Black Holes and Their
July
cations" in Sky &
87.
for Black Holes" in
Paths
1983, p.
Hole" in
Bantam.
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5. Books on the Death of
"-"V'-J ......... ,

D. The

and

ClUl •• J<'I. ....... .;JO

A

IV'IP11"r7HV"III

.::1·'I"Il1'lllnl'11

Goldsmith, D. Supenwva/
Exploding Star of 1987.
1989, St. Martin's Press.
L. The Supernova Story. 1988, Plenum. The
introduction of choice to supernovae and Supernova
1987A.
Murdin, P. & L. Supernovae. 1985, 21"11"'InT".rHlrP U. Press.
6. Books on

...,""la.;:JllU.i;#

Hodge, P. Galaxies. 1986, Harvard U. Press. Good
introductory
with a nice section on quasars.
Hodge,
ed. The Universe of Galaxies. 1984, W. H.
Freeman. A collection of articles from Scientific American magazine.
Kaufmann, W. balaX!,es and Quasars. 1979, W. H. Freeman.
Preston, R. First Light.
Atlantic Monthly Books.
An intriguing book on doing astronomy with the 200inch telescope at Palomar, with a number of sections
on quasar research.
Verschuur, G. The Invisible Universe Revealed. 1987,
Springer Verlag. An introduction to radio astronomy,
with good sections on quasars and the center of our

Ballantine. Aliens
that created
X-I come here to steal

& H. At the Edge of the Universe. 1989, Ellis

7. Arti.cles on U1.llaS,iHS

S. "Active Galaxies and Quasars: A Unified
in
Jul! Aug. 1988, p. 111.
Preston, R. "Beacons in Time: Maarten Schmid t and the
Discovery of Quasars" in Mercury, Jan/Feb. 1988, p. 2.
Smith, D. "Mysteries of Cosmic Jets" in Sky & Telescope,
Mar. 1985, p. 213.
Smith, H. "Quasars and Active Galaxies" in The Universe, B. Preiss & A. Fraknoi, eds. 1987, Bantam.
Waldrop, M. 'Where Are the Dead Quasars" in Science,
7
1985, p. 1185.
Weedman, D. "Quasars: A
in Mercury,
Jan/Feb. 1988, p. 12.

Ballantine. Lo:mp~lex novel
about relics of an ancient alien SD4~E~S and a dramatic
case of BH guilt.
Sagan, C. Contact.
about alien
but uses as a cmnplex
mechanism for interstellar
novel by
Thorne.
Vector"
in Vectors.
Sheffield, C.
Ace.
mini black holes.
Dell.

Tar
in
About mini black holes

8. Relevant Science Fiction Stories
Anderson, P. "Kyrie" (1968) in Black
J. PourneHe,
ed.
Fawcett. Explores the distortion of time
nearBH.
Asimov, I. "The Billiard Ban" in Asimov's Mysteries.
Dell. Murder is' comrnitted using general relativity.
in The Universe, B. Preiss & A.
Benford, G.
Fraknoi, eds. 1987, Bantam. In the far future, humanity confronts machine intelligences and the black hole
at the center of our galaxy.
Benford, G. Great Sky River. 1987, Bantam. Tides Of
Light. 1989, Bantam. Two novels set in the same "universe" as the above story
the saga of
humanity's struggles in the galactic core.
I
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Willis, C.
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9.

Holes i.n Literature

Oates,

J.

"Passions and Meditations" in
Black ' . . .
gory using black holes as a c'u....... ...,n.1
from communication.
Watson, Robert "Swan X One
Selected Poems.
Atheneum. A
first black hole astronomers rhC!I'"''''Y01-Df'I

and Other Stories.
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Keith Johnson
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557
Dance of the Planets. Solar-system simulator for IBM computers; requires EGA or
VGA graphics, and a minimum of 384K of
memory. Not copy-protected. Available
from A.R.C. Software, P. O. Box 1974, Loveland CO 80539; list $165.
We've all seen the gorgeous color simulations of Voyager's various flybys produced by Jet Propulsio~ Labs.
In principle one should be able to produce such sImulations on a personal computer. I mean, it's all just numbers, right? The usual drawbacks are low resolution and
slow speed.
A.R.C. Software has made an excellent attempt to
wring the best out of your PC with Dance of the Planets.
In this solar-system simulator, you can adjust position
and magnification of the display, and watch the planets,
and chosen comets and asteroids as well, as they swing
around the Sun.
Dance makes good use of colors. The planets are generally small dots, and there is an "Identify" command
that will write the names of objects above them; but
often you can identify an object from its color and
brightness alone. And when you zoom in on Saturn or
Jupiter, you get quite a realistic planetary disk, complete with terminator and shadow in the proper relationship to the Sun. You can watch the moons of the
planets pop into and out of the shadows, and cross the
disks of the planets, all in their correct places.
Dance does not simply place a planet in an orbit and
let it follow that preassigned path. Instead, it sets up
objects in their proper places and with proper velocities
for a chosen date, and then calculates the gravitational
interactions, just the way Ma Nature does.
This means the program can show you some bizarre
behavior. If you zoom in on Saturn and look at the coorbital satellites, you'n see them exchanging momentum as they actually do. I had some trouble seeing
them, since they are so close to the rings, but I may not
have set up my display properly.
To maximize resolution, Dance win not even run
26

without the EGA or VGA
card installed. The
win not work in its native
you haven't the
program will ",~ ........... I"u
greeting screen,
sage, and
be
at
prompt. It would have been
m€~SS(ig;e
include some sort
IBM novices.
Speed win
with computation-intensive Or()21'anlS
coprocessor win make
on a fairly high-speed
entirely satisfactory. To
off or completely remove
not interested.
You can adjust the
it fast, computations
less "'-......u ........... ,
length of the time steps is In(~re(lseCl.
whatever tradeoff you need for a
situation.
In the normal simulation, stars are not visible.
can ch~:>m;e
can choose "Earth View," in which
particular celestial position to view as seen from
and VJl.Jl.J~"'~"'A
Earth. In this view, stars are
can even be identified. If the Sun is in the
see rays emanating
it inclicCllUnlg;
blocked by solar glare.
There is a raft of comets and asteroids inC~IU(lea
you can load in from disk. It's instructional to
close encounters between
and comets.
or the
comet gets dose to a
automatically slows
ciently high.
Comet orbits are one

You won't see
orbits are ti1",'t"\1~:n;y£:vi
It's easy to create
to create a file
you don't have a text editor
......"""'. .' ....r',...
about computers
a copy of PC Write, a
word orc)ce~sS()r
This is just one of a number of nice U'U.IL.'''_""
by the author. Another one is
of
real world, you can only see them from a naj~K-Tir.
on orientation; and the same is true in Dance. Pluto is
dim that it's difficult to find without
And there is an exercise suggested to in\resllig;late
chaos.
The manual for Dance is excellent (and how often
you hear that about a computer program?). There are
JUl\..H•.U,",,'I;;:U

numerous examples and suggestions given for getting
started, and some graphics to illustrate. There are explanations provided for individual objects of interest. Once
you've gone through the controls, they're easy to
remember and use.
There are some minor drawbacks. You can't move
around in Dance as easily as in other astronomy simulators such as Voyager for the Macintosh. The program
takes quite a bit of thne to initialize when you go to a
new time or location. There is no way to print out the
screen (unless your printer is HP-compatible).
It also buffers (stores up) keystrokes. Usually the
command bar will tell you when the computer is thinking, but there are situations when you are confronted by
a blank screen, and are tempted to press keys. Don't do

James

puters.
I mentioned an interest in
grams to perform astrm:l.OI1mC,iU ailC'Ulanons.
together some AppleWorks
this purpose, and I'll
to dlscm;s
if you're interested,
you a copy.

tokley. 1900-1989

James Stokley, the first director of the nation's second planetarium, died on December 29 at
home in La Jolla, California, where he had lived since 1978.
Stokley, a young science writer actively involved in astronomy, happened to visit the
1927. He was so impressed that, upon returning home, he convinced the officials the
home town of Philadelphia to install a planetarium. He worked with
to
tarium, and then served as its first director from 1931 until 1939.
Stokley counted among his friends such figures as Walther Bauersfeld,
lip Fox, Dinsmore Alter, and Roy K. Marshall. One of his greatest thrills was to take
tour of a planetarium.
News-Letter
Stokley wrote a monthly star column that featured monthly star charts for
became Science News in 1966) from its first issue in 1926 through the following 51 years, until
After leaving Fels, Stokley directed the Buhl Planetarium in nearby Pittsburgh for its first
as saying Astronomy is no dry-as-dust subject when there is a planetarium.... we
to n1i"g:~~1"'.
of dramatic entertainment, with the stars and planets as the actors and the universe as
In 1940 he returned to science writing. He worked for the General Electric
Laloor'at()ry
lieist, and held an appointment as professor of journalism and
at
In'i1[T~'''C;l.1t'u
1956 until 1969, when he retired. He later moved to California.
For additional information on James Stokley, see The Planetarian,
1988.
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Phil Stem, noted astronomer and inventor, died of a heart attack on 1"' ...... " ....
teaching an astronomy class, and students called an ambulance. "He was
astronomy and getting ready to take his class into the planetarium,"
For more than 40 years, Stern delivered thousands of lectures to pl(;lne~tariulm audlel1lces,
astronomy courses, and broadcast astronomy radio shows while de1!)lgJrnn,g
the world. He held patents on two planetarium projectors and was a
ical Society.
His planetarium career began following a course he took on astronomy at
ed for ten years as a lecturer. Meanwhile, he patented the Automatic Classroom l.J'lanejtarilunn.,
inexpensive apparatus. More than 25 were set up in New York City alone. He
Planetarium. Upon retiring, he moved· to Florida, but continued to teach at St. 1.J'etersbul'2
wrote a monthly star column for the St. Petersburg Times, the book Our Space tmnronmjmt,
active role in organizing last summer's HVoyager Watch."
"In all my years in astronomy," said Schrader, "I've never seen anyone who could
ium as a lecturer. He was amazing."
7

Laura L. Kyro, Producer
McDonnell Star Theater
5100 Clayton Road, Forest Park
Sl Louis, Missouri 63110
Global Wanning: Are We Entering the Greenhouse
Century? by Dr. Stephen H. Schneider, San
Francisco, Sierra Gub Books, 1989,317 pages
Reviewed by Jordan D. Marche II, North Museum
Planetarium, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster,
PA 17603
Climate change (due to unprecedented warming
from increased levels of carbon dioxide) might well
become the most important environmental issue facing
humankind in the next century. Already, one planetarium program on this topic is being distributed and others will almost surely follow. Stephen Schneider's indepth account of these potential changes, how they
have been discovered, and the many discussions!
debates which surround them, provides an extremely
valuable reference. But the book is much more than
that; it is also a political-action primer which should
long be useful to anyone concerned with the topic (and
who shouldn't be?).
The book is composed of eight chapters of widely
varying length. "Shadows of the Climate Future" [Ch. 1]
depicts three plausible scenarios (one each in New
Yark, Chicago and California) and their political ramifications in a CO2-doubled world, where the mean temperatures might be some 2 to 50 C higher than now.
Chapter 2, "The Greenhouse Effect", examines the
phenomenon of atmospheric trapping of solar radiation
and draws helpful "extreme" comparisons with the conditions present on Venus and Mars. Much of the story is
devoted to analysis of "ancient air" trapped in Antarctic
ice cores which has demonstrated conclusively the connection between carbon dioxide levels and average temperatures over the last 160,000 years.
"Fire or Ice?" [Ch. 3] takes these ideas further by
looking at the evidence of other past climates (such as a
possible 10-150 C warmer earth during the Mesozoic
Era. The recent ice ages and their probable causes by
long-term Milankovitch cycles are critically reviewed. It
is noted that during the last glacial period mean temperatures were about 50 C colder than today the same
amount by which the Earth is expected to warm in the
next one hundred
(if present trends continue).
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discovery of ozone depletion by CFC's and the 1987
Montreal Protocol (which has sought to ban these chemicals) forms an excellent model for how similar negotiations might proceed toward eventual plans to limit CO2
emissions.
Chapter 8, "Coping with the Greenhouse Century", is
a hopeful synopsis of ways by which the arrival of global warming might be delayed through countermeasures, prevention and adaptation. What is primarily
needed, Schneider argues, is a "Law of the Atmosphere"
that a majority of nations can learn to abide by without
having to radically alter their accustomed lifestyles.
Besides economics, the biggest deterrent to effecting
this action is the persistent notion that remaining uncertainties in our understanding mean no action whatsoever is possible. Schneider expects that another decade or so of temperature data will be necessary before a
majority can be convinced that greenhouse warming is
here.
The author, a leading climatologist with the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), is more than
just an accomplished scientist. His frequent testimonies
before Congress and discussions with the media reveal
him as a rare individual possessing an unusual political
wisdom and social conscience. His book is very informative, wen written, and will likely serve as a highly
respected resource guide to creative thinking about
these problems for years to come. While not casual
reading, it may certainly be recommended for your professionallibrary .

d)

Astrology: True or False? A Scientific Investigation (updated edition) by Robert B. Culver and
Philip A. lanna, Prometheus Books, Buffalo
NY, 1988,228 pages, index, paperback, $13.95

Reviewed by Alfred J. Fleming, Ph. D., Strickler
Planetarium, Olivet Nazarene University, Kankakee, IL
60901 (acknowledgement to the GLP A Newsletter)
Culver and Janna make a strong case for the need to
seriously address the pseudoscience of astrology. The
authors successfully do just that in Astrology: True or
False?
The scientific community has for too long ignored
the claims of astrology or, at most, looked at them with
either amusement or disgust. In fact, Culver and Ianna
ten of being criticized by colleagues for "wasting their
time" in writing this book. By not challenging the claims
of astrology on scientific grounds, this subject has been
allowed to gain unwarranted respect. It is ironic that the
most technologically advanced society in history has
been duped by such baseless claims as those in astrology.
Astrology: True or False? is a revision of The Gemini
Syndrome: Star Wars of the Oldest Kind, published in
1979. The book addresses basic concepts in both astron-

in
omy and astrology and integrates the
understandable to almost any reader.
The authors, although clearly
in the
their attempt to disprove astrology, present a h.::al!:1lru"iP4'1I
picture of the world of astrology. Culver and lanna
an excellent job of discrediting the claims of .........
(e.g. the famous "Twenty Year Sequence" of U.S.
dential deaths and the fact that no astrologer pnXllctea
the stock market crash of 1987). One amIUS),ng gralprrlc
shows that the gravitational force
birth is six times greater by the
(and 500 times greater by the hospital buildillg!)
the planet Mars, thus disproving any slgnulcalnce
planetary alignment and therefore any horoscope
dictions. The evidence against astrology is also cw<~nn+h_
ened when the authors show numerous cases
opposite predictions between astrologers are made
using the same astrological data. Even the
that
astrology has remained unchanged in the face of hundreds of years of astronomical advancement, InC:IU(lmg
the discovery of new planets (an obvious effect on
one's horoscope), would seem to make the most ardent
follower skeptical.
Culver and lanna become progressively
in
their criticism of the claims of astrology, culminating in
a challenge to any astrologer to demonstrate the validity of their craft in an objective way be passing
one
of ten controlled tests (p 210-211),
Astrology: True or False is probably the most
hensive source for refuting the claims of astrology.
Astronomical Society of the Pacific has selected it as one
of the ten best books in 1988. The text is well documented, with the end of each chapter containing the
erenced material.
My criticisms of the
are few and somewhat secondary to the overall contribution of
to the field of astronomy. But it would seem
publishers could have invested a bit more in the ..... .,.l1t... ,
of the publication. The binding is glued and
already worn and pages falling out. Line .("I1"~I'( n·.... n-'"
somewhat oversimplified and the photographic
duction is poor. The authors also claim that the text is
updated. However, I find most of the
in the
16) at the
the book.
form of an epilogue
Although Culver and Janna do present current
nl,n.n-L"""
such as Nancy Reagan's serious use of an
other examples and illustrations in the book could
ously be updated.
a
Nevertheless, Culver and Ianna have
concise but comprehensive treatise exposing the
unfounded precepts of astrology. If not before then ceranswer
tainly after reading Astrology: True or False?,
to the title is obvious to anyone. It provides all the
needed ammunition to refute astrology on scientific
grounds. Due to the high profile that planetarium
tors have as spokespersons in the area of astronomy, we
would all do wen to have this book as part of our
library.
,A'V"'V""'
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Dark Sky Legacy: Astronomy's Impact on the History of Culture by George Reed, Prometheus
Books, Buffalo, NY 1989, 199 pages, bibliography, clothbound, $24.95, ISBN 0-87975-541-5
Reviewed by Tom Hocking, Morehead Planetarium,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-

3480
Anyone familiar with the recent IPS Special Publication Naked i Astronomy, will have a head start on this
book; for though the title implies a dry textbook, Dark
Sky Legacy is anything but. Yes, there's good astronomy
in the book, but just enough to enable the lay reader to
comprehend the work's main thrust-that astronomy
has had a significant impact on people and society
down the years.
Like the special publication, this volume has its oriin Reed's long-running newspaper colurrm. However, Dark Sky Legacy is more than a cut-and-pasted
compendium of his best columns. Reed's sense of showman ship is evident in the book and the astronomy contained therein has been given life in the form of anecdotal "slice of life" stories scattered throughout. I found the
book impossible to put down until I read it through
once, and noted the stories I wanted to steal- incorporate
own repertoire. His story about Newton's birthinto
day
is worth the price. For the planetarian, Dark
Slaj Legacy has great value as material with which to
liven up lackluster sky talks. For the public, it may
serve to rekindle that spark of wonder last ignited by
works like Peltier's Starlight Nights and Sagan's Cosmos.
I can only find two "picky" problems with Dark Sky
the sun, the seasons change, and so
does the Big Dipper. That's why you
can use it like Ii calendar. The Yi People, in southwest ChillI!., notice which
way the Big Dipper fllOO8 at the same
time each night. That cha.nges during
the year. They start their calendar in
winter, when the bowl of the Dipper ill
high and opens toward the side.

Legacy. Most noticeable is the
Reed's wonderful cartoons. There are HlllStl~atl.ons.
they are the run-of-the-mill line
white photographs.
the pUID1l5melrs
the literate public was
toonist. If so, too bad. It's
the cartoons. The
Reed gives a good eXl:>laJnatlOn
between the cultural
astrology in his eVlen··nalnOlOO
This may be where some of the more militant pS4~m]m)cience bashers among us may find
it
even-handed.
Even so, the book does serve as a consciousnessraiser and the
in the back will
for more material.
readers who will be
Buy it!
V"'- .... V I I l.....

Editor's Note: Prolific
less pencil (PC?) moves on.
guing titles of Murdered
G-5. He also says that
Dalton Booksellers.

U1Jco~nm:Q:

resttomes posses
intriand God Bless
obtained

The next three reviews are all
Adler Planetarium, Chicago, IL 60605

The

S.

and You
Robin Rector
ISBN

''--''''.J'U-'''

Buy this book! If your planetarium is part of a school
district, if the local librarian asks you for suggestions, if
you have children, or if you loved The Comet and You,
this book is perfect.
I've had teachers ask me to recommend an astronomy book they can understand and I usually suggest a
children's book. The explanations are on an introductory level, the concepts are fewer in number and easier
for a beginner to grasp, and a good illustration really is
worth a thousand words.
The Big Dipper and You is a delightful book for a tenyear-old to understand and enjoy, but it's going to the
top of my list for adults. Definitions and examples
clearly explain day and night, what a year is, and why
we have seasons. The dippers are shown as parts of constellations (a mistake usually made-they're asterisms),
and as cultures all over the world have pictured them:
as wagons, ploughs and chariots. The proper motion of
stars is even described, with the dipper bending to fit.
On equal footing with the clear text are the wonderful drawings. Clever pictures fun of details to examine
support the text well. Even nonreaders will enjoy finding the bears and dippers.
This is one book that should be in every school or
planetarium library in the northern hemisphere.

~ Teaching Astronomy with Night Star, Learning

lJ)

Astronomy with Night Star, Night Star Company,
1334 Brommer Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95062.

If you haven't yet
Santa for a
do so this
map, either the Classic or the
This well-made celestial globe, deflated and folded
on itself, is the most practical one I've used. And
the added advantage of making sense to first-time
map users. Instead of trying to translate flat
Star
curved sky, the constellations on the
much more like the real sky to begin
And
world travelers won't have to carry a handful of
wheels for changing latitudes. This works all over
planet.
Several guides are available to use with
Learning with Night Star is a booklet of activities
dents. Teaching with Night Star includes the student
activities along with outlines for teachers to use, black
line drawings to make into overhead H-"" ..... "''''... ''' ....,''''......... ",,,,,,
and a short list of Recommended Reading.
of
Both guides are arranged by increasing
the dir'pctior'~
concepts and activities. For the most
are clear. If, as a planetarian, you were
these star maps and activities with a group as . . . . . ",. . . "' ..."'tion for an outdoor star party or constellation
they're fine as they stand.
If a classroom teacher would use this set, I'd SUS;~2:e:st
some training first. Several explanations are
to the uninitiated and a few definitions are nusleac11In2:
or incomplete.
For the most part, the guides work well with the star
and the set makes an excellent teaching tool.

Editor's Note: The Night
company
the Teaching with Night Star guide is . .
ing
(perhaps to answer April's

1I ........"" .... H1'

.....

rl"'.."nrL~

1"'1""'...... "',...."'..,

"A Grand Tour of the Solar 'I.,;.. ,.,.£,>~"""

endar. 21st
Box

l_entllTV

The most Im·Dn~SSl.ve
of this calendar is its
format ni('turp~
each month.
the most
ing of
solar
are collected
here.
The

one asks,
you'll know
Some of the
rate". We do not have
views
as is
in
in the
Europa is not
smallest moon of
the figures in the 'Vital ~tat1stJlCS"
Perhaps one use of the calendar
for students to check out the facts.
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daylight versus night for a summer day and a winter
day.
2) graph the number of sunspots seen on photographs of the sun over a fourteen year period (one
every two years) using their calculation of the Wolf
number.
3) graph the average temperature of the atmosphere
above the North Pole of the Earth, if given a set of temvelratUrE~S when the
Wind was blowing East
West).
4) compare the sunspot cyde graph and the temperature graph, for the same time periods, and note any similarities or differences between them.
Materials: * A few stop watches preferably at least four
(for school planetariums, it may be possible to borrow
them from the physical education department for the
lesson.)
* Slides of the sun to correspond with the various sections of the lesson. In particular photographs that show
activity for the years 1967-1979 the level of
one per year.
planetarium is so
all of
these visuals are contained on the laser
"The
Sun" available from Optical
>IStudent workbooks containing the worksheet pages
and background information.
* A flashlight pOlintE~r
* Overhead transparencies of the worksheet pages and
graphs.
* Projectors as needed (overhead,
video,
Set the planetarium for the home latitude.
Have the sun positioned for the first day of winter. The
sun should be on the eastern horizon. (Using a
determine the amount of time it takes for
instrument to complete a daily rotation at
Use this
where appropriate in the lesson.
for
it takes 41 seconds to COrnpJlete
the materials
for use.

Presentation:
Welcome
class and explain the nn1"'t"V... co
son as follows. Behind all our weather on
and
cold winter
behind the
the
behind the storms
source for all life
the Sun. The sun is not only the
on
but also for an our wetltlU~r
in the sun drives the circulation
wise it powers the circulation
atmosphere in effect is a "solar powered engine." It
should be dear
that to
understand weather
and climate on the
we must understand the
r1un::nrnu'c;l. of the Sun and its interactions with the Earth.
f,hr,,,,..,·h we have learned much about these interacthere is still much more to be disone new theory has
been
"' .......,..... ...... '" to "discover" a connection
..... hn"...,n.,....'"..,..,.... called
and
weather
the chance to

Connection. "
After this introduction to the
in the
The total
into small
number of
on the
stop watches
of the students
the stop watches, determine if
have wrist watches that have a
watch function.
This will increase the total
of
decrease the number of students in each
groups will keep track of the time it takes
move from the eastern horizon to the western hm'1ZCln
(sunrise to sunset) This will be done for a winter
and then for a summer day. Watching this and
how long a "full day" takes, the students should be
to determine the length of
and night for summer
and winter. Before the students begin the
ask
them to list their predictions for these amounts on
worksheets. After they've listed their Dn~1(~tlons.
duct the
Each
should record the time
the sun to go
to sunset and then subtract
this number from the total to determine the
tion for this
day. The
should
for the first
of winter and then the
should be reset and the
'·.,'1'" n~pe'ated
O'TI"I"'\nv'\C.

,;:0 .....

sun, to
active sun. The sun is
",C>.""-.f-h;ln"" nuclear . ., ....".."'."'<=>
tremendous amounts of
amount of .on.::>1"O'·u n~acrunlg the earth
caned the "Solar
name that reflects the
cruln~;es, but ""..
,..,£'11£:........... 0

sun, now known to be ."". . . . . . . .,...""..,.,... , intem;ihcatioflS
solar magnE~t1C
ileo

Name:

Da.te:

The

Sun

Weather

Connection

Task 11

After an introduction to today/s
ic and a brief review of
patterns. you will be asked to compare the length of a Msummer
day" as follows:
The total class will be divided into
sna 11 groups (the number of groups
wi 1 I depend on the number of at op
watches available). Each group will
keep track of the time it takes for
the sun to move from the eastern
hor i zon to the western hor 1zon
( su nrise to au nse t ) Th 1s wi 11 be
done
a winter day and then for a
summer day.
Watching this and
knowing how long a ·full day· takes,
you should be able to determine the
1ength of day and night for Slm11ler
and winter.
Before you begin the
exercise though, you must list your
ictlons for these amounts below:

Sun arc at
summer solstice
\
Sun arc: at

Sun :He at

solstice
sunrise pOSition

• ..... ,"" ....... P

sunrise position

EqUinOX sunrise
positions

If the planetarium learth· takes
(rot,atlon), then the amount of time that would be n1
follows:

fu 11

be divided

oter:
sec

Nlght

___ sec

sec

to my observation, the amount of time
for summer and winter 1s:

In seconds)

t

Winter:
___ sec

Hi

___ sec

your predl ct Ion wi th your
there more of a dl fference
determi ne the
of
night for sumner and winter. To do this,
over the TOTAL
. second!! for the who 1e
would be night). Do this for both

rema!

Percentage of Day and Hlght for Summer and Winter
Winter:

Day

NIght

Day ..........__

Hi

Name:

Oate

e

Sun

ather-

Connection

In the fol10w1ng laboratory activity, you wi 11 have the opportunity to di
more about sunspots. about their observed cycle. and about a new
connecti
sunspots to the weather of earth.
Task #2:

Complete the fo1 lowing graph to show the Wolf numbers from 1956 to 1984.
some of the years is already included. To complete the
, you will be shown
photograph of the sun on the planetarium dome. You wi 11 need to use the formul
= [(lOG + f)] to determine the Wolf number and then graph the number on the chart
Please work quickly In order to complete all of the years that are missing
you have camp 1eted th i s task, examl ne the data and see if you can detect
pat terns 1n the number of sunspots that were v i sib 1e over the tota 1 time per 1
When you have finished this exercise, we will attempt to compare the activi
of the
sun with certain weather patterns on the earth .
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Name:

Date:

The

Weather

Sun

onnectlon

Karin Labitzke. an atmospheric scientist at the Free Universlty of Berlin. has been
sunspot cycle and the average wintertime temperatures in the
above the North
Pole. She be Heves that there is a connection between the two. In studying the
vortex
(the wind above the North Pole) it was found that it was especillay cold and ""' ............... ...
another stratospheric wind (this one over the equator) was blowing from the west.
equatorial wind is known as the II quasi-biennial oscillation ll because it switches from
westerly to an easterly and back again every 27 months. In 1982. Labitzke
that the
polar vortex and the quasi-biennial oscillation were indeed coupled -but that the
seemed to fall apart when the number of sunspots was at its maximum. It
as if
had come to a IIdead end" In looking for a connection with sunspots.
in 1987 Labltzke hit
upon a different way of plotting the information and was startled by her
the
quasi-biennial oscillation switched from west to east. she decided to
just the
temperatures when it was going west. and then plot the temperatures when the wind was
ea:!tt. On the graph below YOU will have the opportunity to recreate her

Ia$!; !3:
UsIng the temperature information provIded, graph the average wintertIme
above the North Pole when the quasi-biennial osci l1atlon is blowing from one
direction or the other (Some groups will plot the temperature when the wind 1
blowing from the west and others wIll plot the temperature when it is blowing from

the east).
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Average WintertIme Temperature
when the

e

th

Ie

lowing

1956

-65

1

1958

-100

1

1960

-95

1

1962

-87

1

-1

1964

-85

1

-110

1966

-90

1

-107

1968

-96

1

-112

1970

-100

1972

-75

1

-1

1974

-80

1

-110

1976

-86

1

-111

1978

-92

1

1980

-104

1

1982

-93

1

1984

-98

1

102

1970

104

ory the intense localized magnetic field reduces the flow
of hot material to the area of the sunspot, however
according to another theory, the strong magnetic field
enhances the flow of heat from the interior of the sun,
but converts 75% to 80% of this energy into "hydromagnetic waves," which move through the photosphere and
heat the outer atmosphere of the sun. There is still much
to be learned about sunspots and about the sun's overall
effect on the earth. One way to determine the level of
activity on the sun is to count the number of sunspots
that are visible. To allow for more universal sunspot
counts, a formula was established in 1848 by astronomer Rudolph Wolf. This number is sometimes called
the Wolf (or Zurich) Number. (Although a more precise
measure of sunspot activitycan be given by considering
the total areas of sunspots, the Wolf Number has the
advantage of offering detailed records back to 1848.
Also, Wolf extended the record back to the time of Galileo by examining old records.) The formula is as follows: R::: K(1OG + f) Where R is the relative number of
sunspots (or the Wolf Number), K the correction factor
for each observatory,G the number of sunspot groups,
and f the number of individual sunspots. [Note: single
isolated sunspots are counted both as a group and as
individual sunspots. Also, for our purposes, we will let
K::: 1]. For example, if there were four groups of sunspots on the sun, two with individual sunspots, one
with three sunspots and one with 6 sunspots, the Wolf
number would be: R::: 1(10 X 4 groups + 11 sunspots):::
51.

Introduce the second task as follows: In the following
laboratory activity, you will have the . opportunity to
discover more about sunspots, about their observed
cycle, and about a new theory connecting sunspots to
the weather of earth. You will be shown a photograph
of the sun representative of the sun's activity for a particular year. In your small group you will need to determine the Wolf number for the sunspots and then graph
the number on your worksheet. You win need to work
quickly in order to complete an of the years that are
missing from your chart. When you have completed
this task, examine the data and see if you can detect any
patterns in the number of sunspots that were visible
over the total time period. When you have finished this
exercise, we will attempt to compare the activity of the
sun with certain weather patterns. on the earth. (Before
the students proceed with this activity, I would recommend that the instructor demonstrate how to quickly
determine the Wolf number by counting the number of
sunspot groups by tens and then adding the number of
individual sunspots. The numbers determined in this
way are surprisingly close to the actual numbers and
certainly demonstrate the characteristic sunspot curve.)
Mter the sunspot cycle has been graphed by the students, present the following information. Karin
Labitzke, an atmospheric scientist at the Free University
of Berlin, has been studying the sunspot cycle and the
average wintertime temperatures in the stratosphere
above the North Pole. She believes that there is a con-

farmers for one would benefit greatly from the information about the severity of coming winters. HOWEVER
at present this is only a theory. Other theories connecting the sunspot cycle to events on Earth have come and
gone but only time and further investigation will tell if
this one will hold true!
FURTHER READING
Bartusiak, Marcia. 'The Sunspot Syndrome." Discover,
November 1989. pp. 45-52.
Foukal, Peter V. 'The Variable Sun." Scientific American,
February 1990. pp. 34-41.
Herman, J.R. and R.A. Goldberg. Sun, Weather, and Climate. National Technical Information Service, NASASP-426; 1978.
Moore, Patrick and Garry Hunt. Atlas of the Solar System.
Rand McNally & Company, 1984.
Wentzel, Donat G. The Restless Sun. Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989.

A CALL FOR LESSONS

Readers are asked to please share
their lesson plans for the secondary
level (grades 7-12). New submissions
will permit the continuation of this
column. In submitting lesson plans,
please try to use the following format:
Title, Purpose, Objectives,
Materials, Preparation, and Procedure. (If you have a question about
this request, please contact me.
Thank you!)
Send materials to:
Dr. Gerald L. Mallon
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road, RFD #1
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
USA
[Phone: 215/ 631-9403]

The universe is not to be narrowed down to the limits of our
understanding ... but our understanding must be stretched
and enlarged to take in the image of the universe as it is discovered.
-Sir Francis Bacon

The Planetarian, Vol. 19, No. I, March 1990

on
Mark 1IIo.:"""t"II"i~"lI.nr
Physics
Angelo State University
San Angelo,

The National Science Foundation is supporting a number of programs to improve pre-college science education in the United States. Three current projects focus on
educational research, curriculum development, and
training workshops for astronomy education leaders in
the classroom and the planetarium. Each project
includes a summer institute for teacher/planetarium
director training with room and board, transportation,
and a stipend for each participant. Further, the institutes are being held in interesting locations for after
class activities: the San Francisco Bay Area and the Boston-Cambridge Area. For the planetarium community,
these NSF projects offer the opportunity to participate
in improving K-12 astronomy education.
Participatory Oriented Programs for Schools: As a joint
effort, the Lawrence Hall of Science and the New York
Hall of Science offer the Astronomy and Space Science
Summer Institutes L the successor to the original POPS
Institutes of the late 1970's. During the summer of 1989,
50 participants were trained in hands-on planetarium
programming. Most participants were elementary and
middle school teachers, education coordinators at planetaria, or individuals involved in pre-service training
for teachers. The institutes provided a range of experiences and resources for teaching astronomy and space
science through classroom activities keyed to participatory planetarium programs. A new series of participatory planetarium programming manuals were produced as a part of the project and will be available
within the next year. During the summer of 1990, two
additional institute sessions will be offered. Application
deadline is February IS, 1990. Applicants must have
access to a portable or permanent planetarium, and be
able to present workshops for teachers in their regions

following the institutes. For further
tact:

The POPS directors are Dr. Allen t'nearnru1,
Hall of Science, and Dr.
Science. The institutes are pn~selnted
Oriented Planetariums for
;~,............... ~ ", .. "",,.,,,",, .. lI-,,,~
from NSF and

resource

STARnews available
verse in Your Desk at cost. To . . ""...... "'''' ..
Dr. Darrel Hoff at CfA.
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SPICA: Support Program for Instructional
Competency in Astronomy, had its first summer institutes during 1989. The goal of this project is to provide
instructional leadership in hands-on astronomy activities for teachers in grades K-12 with particular emphasis
in K-9 schools. Patterned after the highly successful
Physics Teacher Resource Agent Program, SPICA provides summer institute training for teacher-leaders as
well as material and financial support for additional
local and regional workshops presented by SPICA
agents. During the summer of 1989, 27 teachers were
trained as SPICA Agents, and subsequent institutes
train a total of 100 SPICA Agents to support astronomy
education across the USA. The October issue of Astronomy Educator, (the new but now defunct supplement to
Astronomy), describes SPICA and lists the agents. Both
SPICA and Project STAR are soliciting applications for the upcoming 1990 summer institutes at CfA.
Applications win be available in January, 1990. For further information, contact:

Dr. Darrel Hoff Associate Director
Project STAR and Project SPICA
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 495-9798
STAR and Project SPICA are sponsored
directed by Mr. Phillip Sadler.
POPS, Project
and
SPICA offer the planetarium community an opportunity to focus on astrondevelop key resource people, and
UClpalte in the improvement of science education.
0
........... .... 'U"LL'

to me because of my interest in the
looklnli! back, it is very
for me to see
uninit:iatled.; history could seem to have the
relevance of all the subjects. Even the
courses (probably the next candidates for alh~ed
vancy), with persuasion, could be viewed
colleeJebound science students as a
evil",
After reaching adulthood, most
still
this silly notion that there is little or no real connection
between past, present, and future. As much a
this may be, it is a fact of life with which we as planet:arians must deal. Therefore, it seems to me
should limit ourselves to "sneaking" bits of arcruu~1s
tronomy into shows on more modem
Because of the stake that some disitrilbutins;!:"
tariums have in shows
this kind, as well as
demic interests of many of their staffs, I have little
doubt that my assertions on show
selection will
In actual.ity
viewed as a hostile editorial
though, this entire "dissertation" is intended .....,..£,....... I~y
excite the process of collective Intro~;D€~tilon.
.:l>U&JII'C\._I!..

,..

Great advances have indeed been made in the
ity of planetarium shows in recent
are very
encouraged about
future
field as a
But in the final analysis, we can
keep our audiences
meeting their interests
and
of
of ..... .-"u
programs carry a
heavy share of the
den, since the vast majority of facilities lack the
expertise, and capital to produce
shows
scratch.
";UU""1A

Good, continued from page 12)
that dwelling, ad nauseam, upon ancient observations
and misconceptions of nature will instill excitement in
modern planetarium audiences?
We as devotees of astronon1Y, may indeed po!:;se~;s
much academic interest in the study of the heavens by
superstitious astrologers, and planetarium audiences
even appreciate short anecdotes from ancient
woven into shows on more modern topics.
our
to expose planetarium visitors to sonle of this material. But, I have yet to see a
archaeoastronomically-based show that can hold
vlaneflaritms' attention fully for the duration. As
us may wish to
that
arc:naieo(lsu·ononly-oa~ied. shows are ......... ,. . . . . . . 4- .....,,4consider the
for which they are Intenlle<l.
my school years I remember secretly scowlclassmates who bemoaned history because of
Slll:Jtx)sed "lack of relevance". This was especially
19, No.1, March

The reality that must be
in the
is
that we
be judged
whatever standards our visitorship decides to
educational mission
planej~riun\sisC1n~nlu

able to outstrip us tecJtmi~caH
wining, of turning out a hi~rh-1[JU;=lHtv
audiences. Although we may
wood; we
like Avis,
harder.
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REGI

AL

R UNDUP
Steven Mitch
Benedum N atmal Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 242-3000 Ext. 261
CompuServe 72467,2051
FAX (304) 242-7800
Any interesting news, events, activities, upgrades,
etc. from any of the IPS affiliate regions is genuinely
appreciated. If you have any newsworthy items th~t
you would like to share with your colleagues VIa
Regional Roundup, please forward the information to
me at the address listed above or via CompuServe EasyplexorFAX.
The final deadline for submissions into Re~on~
Roundup for the next issue of The Pianetarum IS
Wednesday April 11, 1990. Please mark your calendars
accordingly.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMSAMPAC
The Fifteenth General AMPAC meeting was held Feb-

ruary 7-10 at the Nautical Merchant School of Tampico,
State of Tamaulipas, Mexico Their planetarium has been
active in public programs as well as the training of
Naval Cadets. The host of the meeting was Mayor
Emesto Cordova Cuevas. The theme of the meeting was
Educational Programs.
AMP AC Elections of Officers will take place during
the next meeting at a date and place to be announced.
BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No report. Terence Murtagh, representative.
EUROPEAN ASSOCIAnON OF PLANETARIUMS
No report. Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATIONGLPA
The 25th Annual GLPA Conference was held October
18-21 at the William Staerkel Planetarium in Champaign, Illinois. Host David Linton reported that a record
number of 135 GLPA delegates attended the meeting.
The GLPA membership roster is quite healthy and
growing! GLP A was born in 1965 with 48 members.
This year's membership stands at 239, up from 218 a
year ago. GLPA has been averaging a 12% increase ~n
memberships per year since 1984. GLP A membershIp
dues have been raised to $20.00, up from $13.00 per

year to offset the
costs of
Student
dues are $10.00 per year.
tenn were elected durOfficers for the next two
ing the conference. They are: President Elect-Dale
Smith, Bowling Green State
Treasurer-David E. Parker,
Representative- Gary
tarium. These new officers
over on the
moment of the Vernal
GLPA tradition
requires that the outgoing president (Steve
the reins of office to the current President-Elect
Goines) with a phone call at the exact moment of the
Vernal Equinox, no matter what the local time of
The 1990 GLP A Conference win be held October
13 at Children's Museum in
Indiana. The
conference host win be
Parker and the theme of
the conference will be "The Next
Years.
That amazing little Sourcebook
GLP A
will be revised for 1990. The revised . . . . . .
70% increase in the number of COlmr::lanles
ness with planetariums.
Illinois
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium in
from the Bielfeldt
recently received a $70,000
Foundation. The
will
used to install 3 video
projectors and 3
disk
with a
Skan
new theater
video control
In
pet and wall covering will be installed in the
Outer Realms, a show
the
Chaffee Planetarium in Grand
an
anthology of three science fiction stories.
soundtrack of this
is now available to other
tariums. For more
contact the
Planetarium at (616) 456-3985.
Three GLPA members were 1"'a"".ontllu rE~oignlzed
their outstanding contributions to
Dale Smith and Bart Benjamin were each
Franklin was
"Fellows of GLP A" and
for her many years of service to the GLP A Newsletter.
Gary Sampson of the Wauwatosa West
Planetarium was selected as one of 25 astr0I110ITW teachProers fronl throughout the United States to attend
ject SPICA Workshop last summer. SPICA is a Natio~al
Science Foundation
that traIns
j. . .

n ...•••

education among elemenffil,OOJle school
The
is
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
LaJmlJnage, Massachusetts.
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION GPPA

additional ...... i-.n......,""'-:.t'n.n
242-3000 ext. 261.
NORDIC PLANETARIUM

"lII.Uf,U>,," ... '''-_lILrlUo.

The Nordic Planetarium Association
conference at the

The annual GPPA Conference was held October 13-14
at the
34
were in attendance for the
Dunn. Katherine

reen
Lars Broman states that pla:nnmg
tional Planetarium "",,,"~'O?"'T
well. Several
deadline as
ITALIAN PLANETARIA'S
TION-AADP

FRIENDS

AS SOCIA-

PACIFIC
tana.

association "Extramua
of the inflatable Starlab
The local amateur !:1Ict1l"nl"'f....I'''frnr
the Starlab for school lessons in and "' ..,.,.......,rII

The San Mateo Co:mn1urtitv "'-..

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETY-

PAC
No

Ian

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
TION--RMPA
The

RMP A COftler'en<:e

y.u .... jI;,....

WHATJS NEW
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
Happy New Decade! Well, maybe; it depends on how
picky you want to be.
I suppose it's fair to say we've started the "decade of
the nineties," but technically (by historical convention)
there was no year 0, so the final decade of the millenium
doesn't actually begin until January I, 1991 (or end until
December 31, 2(00). Or we could opt for astronomical
convention (astronomers stay strictly arithmetical, calling 1 B.C. the year 0, the year before that the year -I,
and so on) and, being able to claim a zero-year, celebrate now. New decade? You decide!
New decade or no, do you realize that we're only
about a decade away from finding that monolith on the
moon? (At least in Clarke's universe of odysseys.)
Seems we're a bit behind on all those space stations and
moon bases.
Still, there's Mirf Freedom is in planning, and there's
talk again of going to the moon and even multi-
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nationally to Mars. And where there's talk, who knows?
As we do our part by introducing the public to the wonders-and possibilities-of the Universe-at-Large, I
hope that this column in the "decade of the nineties"
will alert you to at least a few new things that will
as you build up those space constituencies.
Earth Images from Space
One of the most important products of the
age
has been the new view of the earth-many views, actually, as picture-taking satellites ply their trade over our
heads. Much of this information is readily available if
you know where to look. Hansen Planetarium's Von
Del Chamberlain does. At his urging, Robert Bauer of
the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIOC) has
sent word that the Center has established a collection of
satellite imagery acquired from the U.S. Air Force
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Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), and
that these images are available for reproduction.
Bauer writes: liThe operational scheme consists of two
satellites in near-polar (inclination of 98.7°), sunsynchronous orbits at 450 nautical miles (825 km) altitude. Orbital period is 102 minutes and the satellites
step around the equator at 25° longitude increments on
each successive orbit. By use of two satellites, observations are made at near local noon and midnight, and at
dawn and dusk. Each satellite utilizes as operational
linescan system (OLS) which collects data continuously
along a crosstrack scan 1600 nautical miles (3000 km)
wide."
He goes on to say that the satellites provide information "in two spectral bands (Visible: 0.4-1.1 micrometers
and thermal infrared: 8-13 micrometers, changed to
10.4-12.5 micrometers after June 1979). The frequent global coverage (up to four times daily) has proved useful
for observing changes in snow and ice boundaries on
regional scales, as well as for a variety of meteorological
and cloud studies."
Bauer adds: "DMSP is the only meteorological satellite to operate visible-band sensors at night. These data
have proved useful for studies of man-made and natural lighting, particularly in studies associated with light
pollution and urban population centers, as well as agricultural burning in tropical rain forests. The spatial resolution of the nighttime data is 2.7 km."
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The nighttime mosaics of the U.S. and Europe aD1Jearing in these pages are samples of the goodies
(Those of you who live down there: can you find
home splotches?) DMSP images are archived after
ational use (normally 45 to 60 days), and data are on
hand from 1973 onward, says Bauer. Original film transparencies are available for use by visitors, or thl'ou:gh
variety of photo reproduction formats, he adds.
For further information, contact Mr. Robert
DMSP Data Services (303)492-2378, or Mr. Greg Scharfen, DMSP Archive Manager (303}492-6197. Their
address is: DMSP Archive, ClRES/NSIDC, Campus Box
449, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
FAX: (303}492-2468
Materials like these can be wonderfully useful in all
sorts of ways. Thanks to Von Del and Robert Bauer for
letting us know!
Voyager Traveling Music
For years, along with the pictures, the Voyagers have
been sending back sounds of their travels-or data
turned into sounds by scientists. Now, composer /
keyboardist Michael Lee Thomas has turned those
sounds into music, in an opus titled Voyager-Grand
Tour Suite, recently released by Los Angeles-based Bainbridge Records. (You may have already received
motional information.)
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Entertainment COmf)anlV
CA 91409 USA.

for

1-800-621-8705

number
out-

of-staters.
Sun Peekers
n./U,"W.ocU' :;'cruru(lt of the Air Force
Planetarium has
me to a new and useful
for lookit. It's called
at the sun without
........,'"'".,""' Sr. of Haw-

and marketed them for school and public useboth as a
service and as a planeltarium fund-raiser. The response was good, and
like
to make the viewers available to the planetarium community at large. David writes: 41People can buy from us
for their own personal or institutional use. They can
wholesale from us, and then resell as a fund-raiser for
their own institutions (for bulk orders, we'd reprint
with the institutional logo). They can seek a bulk sales
corporate or private patron who might want to foot the
bill and allow wide-spread distribution to schools. Basically we're open to any suggestion."
For more information, including costs, you can contact David at the H. R. MacMillan Planetarium, 1100
Chestnut Street, Vancouver, B.C.
V6J3J9 Canada
(604)736-4431 or (604)946-5764.
Astronomy Visuals
If you've ever thought it would be handy to be able to
project star maps in some fashion, O. Richard Norton at
Science Graphics may have just what you need. One of
Science Graphics' newest slide sets is Set 6600: Star
Maps. It presents color photographs and graphical
maps of the major northern hemisphere constellations
on the same slide!
With a few exceptions, each slide frame is divided in
half by a red line, with the left half containing a color
photograph of the constellation's starfield, and the right
half showing a matching graphical map of that starfield.
The right-side maps plot stars to selected 5th magnitude, and include Greek letter designations, green or
blue lines connecting stars to reveal constellation line
figures, and selected deep sky objects with their designations. Additionally, the map side bears the constellation name, the approximate right ascension of the constellation as a whole, and a 5° scale line for reference.
Accompanying the slide set are explanatory notes and
descriptions of each slide offering useful facts. I found it
quite absorbing-and convenient-to look back and
forth between starfield and map in my samples, readily
applying the information of one to the other.
Richard says this set was three years in the making,
and it looks it; these are handsome slides, and very useful, I think, for reference and teaching. The 40-slide set
(39 starfields and one legend slide explaining map symbols) sells for $60. For more information, and for the latest catalog, contact Science Graphics, P.O. Box 7516,
Bend, OR 97708 USA (503)389-5652.
Tersch Enterprises (which recently celebrated its 25th
anniversary) also has some new slide sets out. I haven't
seen them, but they sound good and are very current:
#220-15 slides of the August 16, 1989 total lunar
eclipse for $10.40; #221-Superstring Theory (12 slides
at Neptune (20 slides for $13.25
for $8.);
to
set); #223--Elenlentary
that sound very
AstronOlmv (15 assorted slides for $10.40 continuing

A Primer
Jansky and
planets,
and various aeE~D-!;.KV SOllrOeS).
For more
and the latest cat,alO'~. c()ntaCt
Tersch Enterprises, P. O. Box
Colorado
CO 80901 USA (719)597-3603.
If you'd like even more visual cn()lceS
Corporation, P. O. Box 19907, l:Salnmore
for a copy of its 1990 astronomlV CcUaJlOe ~dE~Sl~;na!ted
A). In it you'll find aU kinds
plus videotapes, slide-cassette
laser
players, celestial globes-even a series of
planetarium projectors with cloth or
16 feet (5 m) across. MMI also has a new
catalog out. To avoid the
overseas mailing), write
or insti tu tion' s sta tionery.
But if it's art
offering
prints of several of his fine
Mars from near
and a
,u
icy
The
(for an artist
dUng, and insurance. For more information or
chure, contact Burmann Art
P. O. Box
Armada, MI 48005-0907 USA
g

j;;. .....' . . , .......

Destination: Planetarium Show
The Davis Planetarium of the
ter in Baltimore is
sale. It's
ntt4:l>1I""l"bO"

fVl;;;ITVI;;Inlri

J

Please allow me to
and
for
last

The various committees and task forces of IPS are still
work on their
follow this
The last issue of
listed the
chairs and coordinators for each of them and if
have not done so "" .r,"':..>n" ,
and volunteer
...... u,~ ......,.... '-'; Eileen
order to ""'....."''''a
saJen(~e education. We aU
success in her
but as a result of this ... h,,,,,,,..,..,..
Task Force that she chaired
is need
and a new chair. If you are interested in this
area
me line.

of

aSSilStan<:e should contact: Anrlatleur
Isfahan 81655
P.O. Box
Iran.
11. Notice is
that the IPS Executive Council will hold its next session in
Sweden on Sun1990. An members of
committee
and ""''''''''.a.M
are asked to submit
items for the .... h.~A •...,.""
IS,
rlD·ual,"'.......",..,; and mailed
1990. A tentative ag~.!na!a
to Council
would
be

..."." . . f t ..........

from

active pa:rtIC:1p<ltlcm

A CALL FOR NOlVUNATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL PLANETARIUM SOCIETY AWARDS
The Awards
invites nominations for
A ward and "FelIPS Awards Incluolng
lows of the International Planetarium """ .... Dt"'" Below is
listed the rules and criteria
to each of these
awards.
<.;,.0""711"0,0"

nevera
its develsut)mit nominations to the
.....""n,<"'.,.. .......... shall inform the
1V

dation
5. None or
at each Conference. 6. Ke.op:lents
the IPS Conference at
an

selection.

FELLOW OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL PLANETARIUM SOCIETY In order to be named as a Fellow of the
Planetarium
a member must
meet one of the foHowing
1. Continuous
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Nominations for IPS awards ., ... ,,,.......
Chair IPS Awards Lomrruttee
tarium 1300 S. Lake

Rochester
The IPS
its n1"t:>~lnt
announcements were 'lnY"lnf-cV'l
Np'W(;'ipttPT but since
,,,,,,1HIY,
tions would ~...
mailed. A "'"""',.."'r., ..... ; .....
.n ..-. .....

""if • ."..,...

but also the museum/school/institution
and the
This is
chance to "sell" the
to
potential applicants.
2. Description of the job. Tell what are the duties of
this position, who the person works for, and who works
for the person.
3. Education and
State what you're looking for in your applicants. If you're flexible, state that
and suggest your preferences.
4. Starting salary, or salary range. Mention money upfront; it will save everyone time. A job at $20,000 per
will receive applicants from different pool candithan a job at $40,000 per year. If the job is on a
schedule, give some examples from the
The amount of tum-around time from when we mail
announcements until prospective
begin
receiving applications is as short as 10
We find
that the Service works best for what I
that

radio observatories.
the
Amateur Radio
""'H'''''' near-Earth
since 1961. Hams use
satelUtes to communicate in
morse
radioteletype and
radio around the world.
and 11 are satellites
for exl:>erim~ntal
tion. They include beacons on a ",,"'. . .c..... ,
magnetometer to measure the
and radiation detectors. All of these eXl:>erim.ents
controlled
an onboard
and the
lected data transmitted in the form of ASCII telemetry. And it's
to listen to this
with
ordinary scanner!
MHz
and wait.
times
will hear
Owen
more? In December
became the first radio amateur to n~~r~ll-o
while on board the
shuttle
of thousands of amateurs around the world heard
his
while he
to those on the n?'r.......
there are other
with other amateurs.
of the 2 meter
to their own
munications ",~.c,;l-n ......
There is
another avenue of partic:ipation
would like to share with
In.......,..,.1M·....... ''~ ....... of Defense .. .uJ'~A
" ,... '",,,>Ih,,

h.n.r.... "",............

'LI''--'''-IC.dl .... '''

r'l

...'... ,

but

Director
Stanback Planetarium
Ug(lngl~bu:rg SC 29117

and
of this
to at least make
aware of
another resource available to plEme~tatiaI
Amateur Radio
sometimes called "hams",
and the amateur
service have many ties with
and
One of the earliest connections between amateur radio and ast-rOlI10111V
came when Ben Laboratories hired Grote Reber
amateur radio
lines. Reber ae~ng;r\ea e~tentiaHv
nU1I"'l"V1IC.D

<'4-..."",.,,,-,..,,,,,,,,,,

20770.

r\r\<o1l"!:lItn1"

science of
there are a number of
their time to run-

Director
Stanback Planetarium
P. O. Box 3036
South Carolina

r'iO'rYr,,!hn
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IPS Budget Expenses 1990
Submitted by:
Mal"'k Petel"'sen
Loch Ness Pl"'oductions
PO Box 3023
Bouldel"'J Colol"'ado 80307
U.S.A.
THE PLANE TAR I AN ....... , . , ...... , ............... , .. 16610
PI'" i nt i ng
13110
Post age
2000
Mi sc,
1500
IPS DI RECTORY .. , ...... , ........ , ............ , ..... 10000
PI'" i nt i ng
4700
Post age
1000
Misc.
300
Equ i pment
4000
SPEC I AL PUBL I CAT IONS, ............ , ................. 4000
PI'" i nt i ng
2500
Post age
1200
Mi sc.
300
ADM I NISTRAT I UE EXPENSES, .. , .. ,.,., ................. 6065
Pl"'inting (minutes) iettel"'head)
500
Postage/Shipping
1200
Telephone/F ax
800
Office Suppl ies
700
Institutional Membel'" Plaques
500
Tl"'ave I
600
Equ i pment
1000
Bank Chal"'ges
100
Counci I Meeting
130
Pl"'ofessional Sel"'vices
400
Miscellaneous
135
COMM I TTEES/SPEC I AL PROJECTS ........................ 1875
(Postage) Copying} etc.)
Membel"'sh i p
50
Consumel'" Affail"'s/Astl"'ology
25
Planetal"'iums and the Science Cl"'isis
25
Packets fol'" New Planetal"'iums
50
POl"'table Planetal"'iums
125
Exchange of Communications/Pel"'sonnei
25
CUl"'l"'iculum Pl"'ojects
25
SCl"'ipt Bank (Postage) Legal Fees)
50
Elect ions
300
Awal"'ds
Plaques
400
Cel"'tificates
700
Postage} Copying} etc.
100
CONT I NGENCY .............................. 1750 ...... 1750
ARMAND SP I T2 MEMOR I AL FUND ............... 1000 ...... 1000
Univel"'se In The Classl"'oom
Masthead fee to A. S. P.
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Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
Way back in the Summer of '89, a number of people
responded to a FORUM issue concerning the merits of
lIin-house vs purchased" shows, where the question was
asked whether it is feasible for a small staff to produce
"quality" shows. In that column (Vol. 18, No.3), most
participants wrote of "quality" in the abstract; in this
issue we're going to get specific:

"What constitutes a "quality" show? How much do you
rely on script, music, production, and special effects to carry
the show? When you view other shows of lesser quality,
where do you think they fall short?
II

Please note that this topic is discussed in even greater
detail beginning on page 9 in this issue.

*****
Quality. To a well-known automobile manufacturer,
it's "Job 1". To a national chain of motels, it's the
they do business. And to a planetarium, it's
emgnlatlC element which keeps our patrons satisfied
coming back.
Of course, like .o'""""1"'{1£1Ina
nition of quality in
shows. Seeing it from
my end of things (as a producer/writer), some of my
basic quality concerns are:
1) Script. Does the script adequately support the topic
in question? Was the script written to be comprehensible to the age level of the intended audience? Does it
entertain while it informs (or vice-versa)?
2) Soundtrack. Does the chosen narrator enhance
(through the use of voice or reputation) the show? Do
the music and sound effects support, enhance and complement the narration track? Is the tape free from imperfections such as pops, hiss and poor editing? Have
unwanted "dead spaces" been avoided where neither
voice nor music can be heard? Vvere all musical selections obtained from "legal" sources?
3) Visuals. Are images doubled-chipped or opaqued
to avoid ''big floating rectangles"? Is the projection layout artistically arranged and
viewed by the entire
audience? Are the "decorative" motions of the back-

ground starfield consistent with
unfaded by
use? Does the show
tent artistic style? Does the automation pn)gY'arrlffiJing
"keep things fresh" through creative
changing fade rates)? Is the Earth or Moon (or
planetary object) projected upside-down? Are
projected in any of the "seven wrong
Are
tors kept in repair so that (among other U.U"J:;.'~I
drop fully, the zoom doesn't stick and the comet reveals
on cue? Are projectors kept in alignment so that the
registered camera (or panorama, or all-sky c·u<~tp.lm
justified? Last, and certainly not least: Are
CLEAN?
4) Support. Do show presenters reflect a pf()tessliomH
and competent attitude? Is the theater dean and inviting? Does the theater look like an exploded Radio
Shack? Is there an attempt at some personal contact
with the audience (e.g. a live introduction or
& A"
session)?
The above, along with a truck-load of other
bies are among my guides when it comes to
Many may seem so basic that they weren't
tioning, but familiarity sometimes breeds apathy
catch my drift).
Over the past decade or so I have been able to visit a
number of other Planetaria across the country and in
Europe. In doing so, my confidence in my pelrso:nal
quality indicators has been strengthened
not everyone has the exact same concerns.
In the long run, quality has a very subjective and variable definition. The real touchstone of quality
best described in terms of its effect on our audiences.
After all, we're doing it for them; if they aren't pleaS€~
then our definition of quality doesn't mean
Theatre
So far, it seems that we (meaning the
ltJor;,!:a'l"ir'l"n4c>nf- of the St. Louis Science Center) are
the expectations of the audience
well.
to the
to respond
what they are
~hA'Y~"TC be a rn'rCf"~1"'{T

ent.
As

we may
a

St. Louis, MO

*****
I can recognize quality easier than I can define it. If
"quality" were quantifiable, an programs
be of
highest quality. They're not, so "quality" remains somewhat elusive.
The script is the "aperture" of a planetarium
the aspect which determines how potentially
r.W".("\t:'rI'!:lI'n"'\!
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program is. First and foremost, it must contain good
science. It must contain correct information about some
subject that a general audience will be interested in; it
must be entertaining and memorable; the pace must be
fast enough to keep interest, slow enough to follow.
Visuals, induding special effects, and music are the
program's "mount", The best script in the world is
worthless without visual support and music to drive
the emotions with the intellect. A shaky mount ruins a
telescope; weak visuals and inappropriate music makes
a good script painful, or at best boring, to sit through.
A telescope'S ultimate performance is determined by
the eyepiece; a program's value depends upon production. Tight editing of soundtrack (induding removing
interminable pauses and background noises); dean,
understandable, interesting visuals (with no light leaks
and no floating gray rectangles); music which varies
with pace, theme and "feel"; special effects which actually mimic the desired physical phenomena; careful timing of effects during the program these make the show
work.
We are trying to provide information. Our public
doesn't already possess this information, or they would
not bother to attend the program. Therefore, they are
easily fooled. I hate to admit it, but a flashy production
can tum a worthless script into an audience-pleasing
presentation. Look at laser shows. Little, if any, science
and astronomy, yet very popular. Why? The glitter and
flash. Great special effects. I may be bored by them, but
my audience loves them.
What is the most important part of a quality program-script, visuals and music, or production? What
is the most important part of a telescope--objective,
or eyepiece? Answer -all three. No part is very
useful without the others.
Most of the shows I see which I don't like fall into two
categ()rie~s. Poor
(hard to follow, illogical, uninte?'oC!'hn':"r' or poor narration (you know the type, it sounds
wooden, monotonous or pompous). The first
I could do better!".
failing makes me think
second makes me leave, or fall
Audiences, too, I
suspect.
Wayne Wyrick
Kirkpatrick Planetarium
Oklahoma City, OK

*****
I think the
of what constitutes a quality
show often gets confused with the question of style. We
we're arguing about who makes the best vanilla
ice cream, but really we're arguing about whether chocolate or vanilla is better.
Quality is a relative term, depending on the intended.
audience and the objectives established for that show.
In other words, the "quality" standards set for a Saturday morning family show would be
from
those set for a Sunday afternoon feature
With this
thought in
the most important criteria for quality

is "Does the ........r .......... ''''.,.....,.

appropriate
audience has to "",..
As an eXCllmt)le,

",,,",£,,,"10

Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences
IL

*****
shows can be apl:Jroactaed.
levels; content/accuracy,
Since our ........ ,,,"'.,..,......
narration, and
the fact that
content be accurate

slants on
outer solar c:.U(~tAl"n
archival .n.n,.",,,,.,,,, cl.. rH:,~T1n,O"
expeditions to
esting
as rll";~'iAJ'lncrc:.
Dynasty. We also researched
Washington, D.C. looked like 75
create a panorama for the 1910 !:1n.,.... ltl£1'n
ley.
An important consideration when
ists in a show is whether or not
artwork
when mixing individual artists'
in the same scene.
I have seen shows where a cartoon-like
over a
detailed
and vice
versa.
Quality of visuals can mean rllttA..,ont
ent people. Bruce
the
to the opening of our
Afterwards, he ,"vas .rlH~n'\'::lI'u"v1
Voyager Im,lge]ry
had to use ::artllATnlrV
would be
'.:l ..

"'r'ii't'''-O''',I''C

UVIV'-"'uu"l<'.

consider framing and hanging in your living room. It
may be a matter of opinion, but the best visuals are
those which, in combination, make the best use of a 360°
dome. They are environmental, and create a feeling of
being there. Although necessary and useful at times,
unnatural edges of any kind really stand out on the
dome.
The most common problem in planetarium shows is
that they try to pack in so much information they are
hard to pay attention to throughout, and little of it is
remembered. Some bought shows sound too much like
the planetarium director narrated them, which isn't
awful, but professional planetarians are not professional narrators.
Quali ty depends, in the last analysis, on whether people enjoy the show and feel they got their money's
worth. The audience doesn't know or really care what
all had to go into the show to make it work. They're
going to be asking some pretty simple questions to
decide whether or not they like it: is it interesting, does
it sound good, is it pleasing to look at, does it hold my
attention, is it exciting in any way? And probably the
most telling question of all-would I bring my friends
and family back to this show.
Divonna Ogier
Kendall Planetarium
OMSI
Portland, Oregon

hard work and careful arr'an:gerne:nts of aU our
conference planners.
Westlake Schools Planetarium
Westlake OH 44145
*****

Each IPS meeting leaves a special ImDrE~SS]lOn
participants. Some meetings might give a plametar:ian
just the right insight into a
lem... another meeting might be best at Q.lll'...nl'Ulnocurrent scientific thought or
meetings allow us to express ourselves
sessions and conversations with our
Planetariums in or near large
large base of scientists and educators that
locally. But those farther from a megalopolis prc)OatHy
don't hear science speakers
regularly.
for the
there is sufficient time and
audience at an IPS meeting to
the large sit-down meals (especially
science).
We all attend the IPS
mixture of science and production
with a few
in to add
surprises by the host
"spice" (sorry, Steve).
we like to see old friends
ting older ... and older ... and older ... but
Don? What's an
mix of Pf()dllctllon
and science? It
expertise of the
create rubber stamp 1'1r'IC>o;C>oi11'lo-Q.
of something about
attended, but haven't we ..."" ..
meetings as they are~]:lxt:~U
geographicallocaO()ns
crazy.
"""'£l,iI"l"II,,,rlC'

*****
Editor's note: received too late for inclusion in the
previous FORUM (Vol 18, #4), the following two statements address the issue of IPS Conferences: How much
astronomy should be included?
As I think over the many IPS conferences I have
attended, I realize there has oc-en quite a range in the
emphasis on astronomy (independent of planetarium
work). Probably without intention, the range at alternate conferences has seemed to swing back and forth
like a pendulum. I do not think that this is negative. I
believe that conference host/hostesses must be offered
leeway in the amount of astronomy in the program.
Some locations and times lend themselves to the inclusion of astronomy speakers and field trips, while other
locations have non-astronomy resources that are interesting to large numbers of participants. Hosts/hostesses
need to have sanction to include the number of astronomy talks which will "fit" when participant papers and
workshops are scheduled. Constraining the host and
host institution beyond general guidelines is not a
healthy procedure.
I think that astronomy can cover from 5 to 35 percent
of a planetarium conference, and the emphasis will be
"appropriate." Beyond 35%, I think the astronomy is
excessive. Planetarium techniques and participant sharing would be eclipsed beyond this limit. I do not think
any conference has exceeded this limit. I appreciate the
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Editor's note (#2) 'The next issue I'd like to tackle is:
what kind of special
done for
special people? Are
the
needs of the deaf or
made for em,otiIOfl(llH
bled? As
send out an
but since I don't know who is
what
response may be low. If you are involved in ""V"~ u.
gramming, or know of colleagues who are,
me before the April 5th deadline.
........

We are not to imagine or suppose, but to discover what
nature does or may be made to do.
Francis Bacon
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By Spitz, Inc., supplier of planetariums,
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These are the Times:

VISIon to understand the
nation and for humanity

I cannot help it-these are
special times! As 1990
becomes a reality I sit at my console and marvel about
a few knobs here
the time in which we live. By
and there I, and
the very latest
........, .... v,.. on Uranus and
watch a pulsar
view the Uniand so on

are
It's Off to Work We Go:
pn~sicjellt

Terence
is off to
and we offer him much sucPO~5itilon! I wonder if
of these
Science Place 2
for an aS~;lst:ant;
science aide DOsltilon at the Wichita
WichrI .. ,·L'>J"'·....,. ... for the Planetarium at the UniverLittle
a technician for the
Center and Planetarium in
work

r'\v..01l4o""",""

and a
Tennessee? What a
selection!

Hudnall Planetarium at
will be the site for
Annual
10 to 13
scheduled
Planetarium Director, announces the
sharing the educational skills, and show-production
of the
abilities of the
some of you can come!
Astronomy
the ........ ".............. 1J'1"',,,.,""i-..,. ..,.... ~.....
infonnation and ideas.

Did You Know:

years. Evidently the gentleman's boyhood friends have
kept the caper going all these years and asked the planetarium to participate in the delivery this time! ..... Brazil
is to lead an International Space Year project that environmental scientists say will be the first collective
assessment of global deforestation ever made. As part
of the project, Brazil will contribute previously unavailable satellite and ground-based data on the Amazon
rain forest. Brazil has the largest tropical rain forest in
the world! .....Did you read in the December issue of
Astronomy magazine Gary Sampson's (Wauwatosa H.S.
Planetarium) A Nation Hungry for Astronomy"? It
featured some of the discoveries that Gary and his class
made in their trip to China! ..... Bob Riddle of Project
Starwalk reports that he is developing a Starwalk training video that will be available in the spring! ..... Loch
Ness Productions has the Patrick Stewart narrating their
latest production The Voyager Encounters. What a
coup! ..... David Hoffman is directing a Salvation Army
shelter program for the homeless in Stevens Point, Wisconsin! .....Rick Pirko needs our contributions for the
new edition of the IPS Special Effects Handbook. Send
something now to: Ward Beecher Planetarium, Youngstown State University, 410 Wick Avenue, Youngstown,
OH 44555. .. ... The Planetarium at Clark County Community College (North Las Vegas, NV) offers to its
patrons the opportunity to dedicate a star to a person.
For a donation of $30.00, the Planetarium will provide a
certificate that proclaims your dedication of the star of
your choice to another person. The certificate will
include a chart of the constellation containing the star
and complete information about the star. Accompanying the certificate will be The Star Book which contains a
series of charts of the sky which will help you find your
star from anywhere in North America at any time of the
year (I wish I could always do that!). Give me a
break ..... can't they read?? IPS has certainly gotten out
enough information on this which proves to me they
don't care.
U

Kudos:
To the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry's
plans for their new facility. Located just under the Marquam Bridge on Walter Avenue OMSI will have a threestory museum structure among which will be a new
OMNIMAX theater, an enlarged planetarium, various
science labs and classrooms, a Space Science hall, etc.
etc.! Staff is already working on an exhibit tentatively
titled, "Children's Engineering", for the new Physical
Science Hall. This hall is planned for large-scale
exhibitions with emphasis on interactive problemsolving experiences. With a planned opening in 1992
OMSI should be a good contender for the IPS '94 ConQ
ference!
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(President's Notes, continued from page

many IPS members representing the media from all
over the world. It is a pity that N.A.S.A. doesn't
appreciate the communication power (as against
educational role) of modern planetariums with a world
wide annual audience of over 40 million. Inc~lC1lent:aH
slide sets of both Neptune are now available from Hansen Planetarium in addition to the mini show from Loch
Ness Productions.
I'm finishing this time with a look at the London
Planetarium which, with almost 750,000 visitors, is one
of the world's busiest. John Ebdon, the long time director, retired earlier this year and the planetarium is managed by Undine Concannon, the Planetarium Administrator.
For many years London had a poor reputation
amongst planetarians for it's slow, lack luster shows.
However over the past few years there have been
changes for the better, in terms of production
and use of new technology.
London now boasts an excellent multi-projector video
system with effects and major show excerpts coming
from their own video discs and computer controlled
3/4" Sony SP near broadcast quality tape machines. If
you're in the London area do call in at the planetarium
in Baker Street and give Undine Concannon a call
before hand-you'll get a warm reception.
Presently Undine is planning a new show for next
year which will involve the use of laser, video, and conventional images. The early storyboard looks
exciting. So I hope it all comes together.
As I complete these notes now in January 1990, I am
en route from Australia. Robin Hirt of Melbourne Planetarium sends his best wishes to everyone. Robin has
been busy with the design of a new museum, in Melbourne, and plans look fair for a new planetarium to
constructed in around 1992. Whilst Robin has been busy
with the new museum, Zelko Karlovic has been busy at
the planetarium, itself, where "Dinosaurs and the Death
Star" is their current show.
I recently called in at JPL catching up on Magellan
(Venus orbiter) and Galileo (Jupiter orbiter). Magellan is
OK for it's Venus mission which begins next August
and lasts for one Venusian year. In the meantime Galileo will have already reached Venus by the time you
read this and will be on it's way back to Earth for what
could be a rather interesting encounter on December 8th
this year.
On a more personal note I am pleased to report a
change in my own status, having just recently left
Armagh and joined Sky Skan Inc. to develop their European market and work on a new video and interactive
project in Europe and the U. S.
Well, that's all for now. As we enter this new decade
let me take this opportunity to wish everyone a
successful 1990 and my very best wishes for the years
0
ahead.
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continued from page 43,)

the Academy Planetarium, United States Air Force
Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado. The conference
theme will be "Frontiers" and the conference host will
be Mickey Schmidt. For additional information about
the conference, contact:
Mickey Schmidt
Academy Planetarium
50 ATS/OOP
USAF Academy, CO 80840
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATIONSEPA
No Report. Dave Hostetter, representative.
SOUTHWEST
UMS-SWAP

ASSOCIATION

OF

PLANETARI-

Donna Pierce, SWAP Newsletter Editor, reports that
many SWAP members are planning on attending the
1990 IPS C?~ference in Sweden. They are John Pogue,
Grand Pralne LS.D. Planetarium; Eloise Koonce and
Donna Favour, Richardson LS.D. Planetarium; Barbara
Baber and Dr. York Claman, Morgan Jones Planetarium'
Donna Pierce, Highland Park LS.D. Planetarium; Steve~
Zalvaney and Jack McKinney, Don Harrington Discovery Center; Linda Irby and John Cotton, Science Place II
Planetarium.
S.W.A.P. sends best wishes to Jean Henry, retired
(Odessa Community College Planetarium), after many
weeks recuperating at the M.D. Anderson Center in
Houston, Texas.
CJ

Georgia Neff,
Lakeview
1125 W.
Peoria,
Greetings and salutations. In this issue Pam
artist, William M. Staerkel Planetarium, Parkland
lege, Champaign, Illinois, shares with us her whimsical
drawings. These were used in horizon
in a
holiday show.
!n addition, the ghost of the sun priest above Anasazi
rUIns was done by award-winning artist Mavis
Peoria, Illinois, for the Lakeview Planetarium. We
this with a single gel in a
wheel
for an
other-worldly effect.
If you have been thinking about sending solnet:hiru2:
but just haven't gotten around to it, now is the time.
Share some of your black and white rfu..'rI''Io-....._.·..a.a
work with your fellow planetarians.
may be just what someone else was searching for.
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OVERHEARD:

J NE'
o NER

-Instructor for a middle
institute

IPS
Murtagh
and had to
his next-door "" ...... "'h1.. "..... ...
land from Australia to find out what it was.

Time magazine of November 20, 1989 says that the 1V
commercial of the
as picked by an industry
group was the one with the extremely fast-talking Mr.
Spleen for Federal Express. Yes, I remember his deadpan nonstop talking into the phone while sitting behind
a desk with a big mailing package in front of him.

-Michael
student worker
Montana
the Rockies in
planetarium before, much less the strian~~e
planetarian like Director
pated in the installation and n-n"pn;noand was
to comment on
tures of the
The Planetarium

I surely could have used him after Voyager's Neptune
encounter. I didn't want to re-tape my whole 5th grade
solar system lesson, just insert the new Neptune information over the old.

Old Hansenized info: "Neptune is much larger than
the Earth but only about one-third the size of Jupiter
and Saturn .. (sHde--drawing). All we see of these planets is their atmospheres--hydrogen, helium and methane. There may be ammonia douds down near the icy
surface, and below that, a rocky core. It could be that
Voyager 2 will survive until it reaches Neptune in 1989.
If so, win we discover that
has rings?"
New Voyagerized info: 'Now that we're a bit closer
.... rings! (slide) And what's this ... (slide) ... another
planet with a whirling storm like the Great Red Spot on
Jupiter? This storm ... (slide) ... called the Great Dark
Spot, is as large as the planet Earth! We can see ...
(slide) ... other moving clouds and spots in the bluegreen methane ... (slide) ... atmosphere of Neptune.
The largest moon ... (slide) ... of Neptune, Triton, is one
the most mixed-up moons in the solar system. Parts
... (slide) ... of Triton's surface are glazed brightly with
pinkish ice, while others ... (slide) ... look like a cantaloupe from the grocery store. Steep ... (slide) ... mountains, rugged cliffs, deep pools of dark ... (slide) ... oozing material and vast oceans of slush ... that's Triton.
Volcanoes? Wen ... (slide) these dark plumes with circular vents on Triton are places where stuff from inside
gushes out, and this is at 400 degrees below zero!
what I mean? How did you make out?
Whew!
I know that's what you did, too, my fellow planetarians!

He works from dawn until it's
he
"because I must.
He
omits to say
the sun turns him to dust!
No
ever
enters here to touch his
And darkness serves to cover his

IVA""" ..... U"k

hnlnO".t:~'I"

I~"'.""'''''''

move,

in his

He skulks about
his
room,
assured and
And
with a master's flair the
of the skies.
'It'n .. ,Ci-.C:>1MLC:>C
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audio-visual

The grandeur of the
so enthralls the average
CI"'~11"I"DII r even notices the
ClUlglng kiss!
..

When word gets around that
we'w: sold another large
Sl'fCE" Automadon system to

a m'lJor planetarium, many
smaller racnltles conclude that
the world's most advanced

WIlli SI'fCA you'U be
empowered to perform
sophisticated interactive
branching , , , for educaUonal
prOQlams that uniquely
address the needs of each

and reUable media control

system Is beyond their reach,
It may come as a surprise to
Ieam that "'" orIgjnaIIy
a>n<:dw:d SI'K% as an
_ _ to_big
systems nobody under 50 feet
a m _ I t just happens_
we made our system _
the1Irt. and QIIIIC It enormous
oonbol capacI,¥,
But you don't _
to start big.

I'or $9,748 we11 sell you

_

to automate "'"

spedaI eII'eds and a ha1f.
dozen D.tagraphk:s. We1l
Include complete lUumlnated
manual oontrol/ow:rrkIe In a
slick IIUIe 19" wide rack·

mountable chassis. We'u
Include all the cables; no
soldering needed.
We111nc1ude our _IBM- or
AppIe-compatible software.
We11_W the system lOr a
year, If your computer breaks.
you1l stIU be perI'ormIng
shows. because SI'K% am
run dIrecIIy Iiom audio tape.
to say nothing of manual
control,

And since you1I _just
purdIaoed the aonbal
mmponents of the worId"s
mast advanced ..... reUabIe
media OlI.bol .......
modular _ados wID be ......
less expensive. (You couJd
start by adding ten more
spedaI eII'eds channels lOr
$1.495),

WIth SI'fCA you11 be able toe

• add as many pIqjectors.
lamps, motors as)'Oll wish.
with as much manual
control as you desire.

• automate your planetarium
Instrument willi """'"
predsIon.

• join the growing IIkIeo
revoIutIon.1ockIng IIkIeo
tape and disks to singleflame. sp1It seOlIId 1ICICLII'IIqI,

The 3I"KZ ~ ~ " ' • •748 IndIIda t nmc 1 SUCMll. 8
CII'I"WIIOtII for III t. 012 . . . . . Panel. 1 . , SIq:.fIer. 8 c.bIeI. ~
t llOw', eott& ___ 1.

audience.

Sl'K%AutomaIIon b.terfacles
,

to """"'YIhIng In your _

SI'JCZ SoftwaIe Is ~
)'tt easy to learn.
SI'K% locks to SI'II"re Ume
CXIde and pumIts wireless ow:
IecIurer control.

5I"ICZ Is deYdoped. sold. and
nmIrpI by a growing
mmpeny with a """"W year
~ ofservloe to
professional p1anetarians.

Sl'K%CookBook DesIgn
0Ulde Is yours for the asking.
It Includes a demo disk.
phoID8. drawings and aU the
1nli> you need to know,
Sl'JCZAIitomatIon. We built It
because nobody else oouId.
11Ien "'" made It aII'ordabIe.

SICY.SKAN, INC.
51 L1Icr Sftft. Nasha Ni 0306CHSI3. USA
TeIt:f;Ihorr 603-8BO-8SOO. Fax: 603-882-6522
1i!Iooc 650336236.3 Ma lHI

